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This thesis is an investigation of Integrated Design for Public Open Space and Public Art 

in the City of Toronto. integrated design as an approach for publicly accessible places in 

Toronto was recently sanctioned in the City's Official Plan and through the prograrns and 

policies of the Public Art Commission. This research identified the precedents that 

inforni integrated design for public open space and public art in Toronto. The research 

involved practitionen in the fields of public open space and public art, and a 

collaborative design application, to identim characteristics, concerns, and issues involved 

with a design approach that integrates public open space and public art. This research 

identified a set of t h e  categories under the titles Physical Amibutes, Design 

Conception, and Design Process and Implementation for htegrated Design. The three 

categories descnbe physical design tools, the role of collaborative design between 

landscape architects and artists, and how this design approac h affects the relationship 

between landscape and art in the public realm in Toronto. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The integration of public open space and public art as a design alternative for publicly 

accessible places in the City of Toronto has recently been sanctioned in the city's Official 

Plan and through the programs and policies of the Urban Design Department's Public Art 

Commission. The sanctioning of integrated design as a form of public an in Toronto 

suggests that landscape architecture, as a design profession, must considrr how it wishes 

to dctine its role in this approach to design for the urban environment. Landscape 

architecture has the potential to make a greater contribution to the role of public art in the 

urban environment through integrated design for public open space and public art. 

Integrated design is the fusion of the physical and conceptual characteristics of public 

open space and public art. The goal of this research is to develop a greater understanding 

of the characteristics of integrated design for public open space and public an in the City 

of Toronto by creating and evaluating a Set of Categories for Integrated Design. The 

purpose of this research is to identify categories specific to design that integrates public 

open space and public art as a descriptive tool for landscape architecture, contributing a 

greater undentanding of this approach to design for the profession. The Set of Categories 

for Integrated Design will offer landscape architects with sorne considerations regarding 

the relationship of the physical characteristics, conception, and design process for 

integrated public open space and public art in the City of Toronto. 

The problem statement for this research is, 

"A Set of Categones for Integrated Design cm be identified for 
Public Open Space and Public Ait in Toronto to develop the 



Landscape Architect's understanding of this design approach; and 
that Design Professionals and Artists can contribute to the 
identification of the Categories through their understanding and 
evaluation of Integrated Design. " 

The Set of Categones for Integrated Design explore the following questions: 

What Research Mcthod(s) will identify the Set of Categories for Integrated Design'? 

What background information and design precedents will inform the identification of 

the Set of Categones? 

How do luminanes practicing in the fields of Public Open Space Design and Public 

A n  interpret Integrated Design, its potential role, and the charactenstics that set it 

apart from other design approac hes? 

How can a Set of Categories for Integrated Design be evaluated? 

Can a design application of the Set of Categories inform the research? 

The purpose of Toronto's Public Art Program, established in 1986, is to initiate Public 

Art projects from both the public and pnvate sectors. Since 1986, thirty-nine site-related 

Public An projects have been completed in Toronto, with twenty-two additional projects 

currently in development (City of Toronto 1999). In 1997, the amalgamation of the 

former municipalities of Toronto into the City of Toronto required an evaluation of al1 

policies and programs in the city. The amendments to the definition of public art in the 

Official Plan for the city included art integrated with landscape design. The sanctioning 

of art and landscape integration evolved from historical precedent, theory, and an 

increased dialogue between designers and artists in the public realm since the later half of 

the twentieth century. 



This research is an important step towards providing landscape architects in Toronto with 

a greater understanding of this recently sanctioned approach to public open space and 

public art in the City of Toronto. Integrated design reflects growing interest in enriching 

the urban environment through design and art, collaborative design projects with multi- 

disciplina. teams, and the role of art as a public amenity. The profession of landscape 

architecture needs to understand integratrd design for public open space and public an 

because this design approach has been sanctionrd as a public art form, placing landscape 

design as an artistic pursuit for publicly accessible sites in the City of Toronto. The 

Public Art Commission determines who is considered an "anist" in public an projects in 

Toronto, based on individual design proposais and precedent work. If landscape 

architecture wants to make a greater contribution to the design of these places and definr 

its role in the City's Public Art Programs as a profession, it needs to understand the 

Design Process and Irnplemrntation, Conception, and the Physical Attributrs of 

Integrated Design. 

The Methodology for this research was Triangulation. The methods triangulated were 

the Literaiure Review. Short Interview, and Small Focus Group. The purpose of 

triangulation was to corroborate the research data from one research method against two 

other methods, thereby overcoming potential disadvantages of a single method. The 

literature review identified the preliminary set of categories through theory, history, and 

policy related to both landscape architecture and public art in Toronto. The objective for 

the short inteniew was to corroborate the categones developed and identify 

characteristics not established in the literature reMew in a revised set of categories. 



Following the short interviews, a design was produced using the set of categones applied 

to the design and a srnaIl focus group was conducted to critically evaluate both the set of 

categones applied to the design and the design produced from it. This research includes a 

design application as a means of infoning the set of categories for this approach to 

design for public open space and public an. The purpose of the small focus group was to 

gain cntical evaluation from luminaries in the field of landscape architecture and public 

art. Ièading to the final Set of Categories for Integratrd Design as a descriptive tool for 

landscape architect's that are involved with this design approach in the city. 

The problem statement for this research was developed from consideration of the desism 

precedents in Toronto and the literature addressing both public space and public an. The 

litrnturr revirw explored the relationship of landscape and an from North Amcrican 

prrcrdrnt through to contemporary projects in Toronto. To understand integrated public 

open space and public art, theories that inform practice and the resulting product were 

reviewed. The throry esarnined for this research was drawn from the fields of fine art. 

landscape architecture, and urban design, exarnining the contemporary situation of public 

art and the urban environrnent and exploring the potential future practices. Theory 

specifically related to the contemporary role of public art and the shifl in theoretical, 

political, and social foundations for public art in the urban environrnent was explored to 

identify conceptual and physical characteristics of contemporary integrated design. 

Urban design throry was explored to understand the congniency of urban form. patterns 

of usage for urban space, the legibility of the urban environment, the comfort and 

amenity of d a n  space, and environmental behavior. Theory of visual f om explored the 



integration of public art and public space design, and collaborative relationships between 

the design professions and arts were evaluated using historical and conternporary 

precedents. 

The format of the thesis is s h o w  as a spiral in Diagram A: begiming with the original 

observations and identification of the problem statement, moving to the literature review 

of history in public open space and public art, identieing the Set 1 "Prelirninary 

Categorirs", corroboration of Set 1 through the shon interviews, identifying Set 2 

"Categories Applied to the Design", followed by the design application, the small focus 

group. analysis, and 

Integrated Desi~m. 

the identification and discussion of the final Set of Categories 

Original Observation 
and Questions 

Literature 
Review 

I 

I st Set: "Prelirninary Categories" 

1 Short Interviews 1 
Applied to the Design" 

Small Focus gr ou^ 
@ 

. 
3rd Set: "Set of 

1 Categories for I V  
Integrated Design" 

A 

Diagram A: Stmcture of the Thesis 



Chapter Two, "Background", discusses precedents in public open space and public art in 

North Arnenca in the Twentieth Century. The theory and precedents from this period 

were researched as part of the literature review, and informed the preliminary set of 

categories for integrated design. Chapter Two includes the context of projects in the City 

of Toronto and an overview of the development of Public Art Progams. The History of 

Collaboration between Design Professionals and Artists examines the process and 

precedents for projects in the public realm, followed by Definitions of specific words and 

terrns. 

Chapter Three describes the Research Methodology and defines the methods 

Trianplated: the Literature Review, the Short Interview, and the Small Focus Group. 

Chapter Four covcrs the set of categories applicd to the design at a site in the West 

Toronto Junction. Cornparison of the information from the shon interviews and the 

preliminary set of categories identified through the literature review detennined the 

information identified in the set of categories applied to the design. 

The Anafysis, in Chapter Five, covers the literature revieds preliminary set of categories, 

the set of categories applied to the design identified through the short interviews, and the 

critical evaluation from the small focus group that resulted in the final Set of Categories 

for integrated Design. 



The final Set of Categones for Integrated Design identified through the research is 

discussed in Chapter Six. Three Categories are discussed, covering Design Process and 

Implementation, Conception, and the Physical Attributes in integrated design. 

The Conclusions for this research are discussed in Chapter Seven. 



Chapter 2: Background 

Public open space and public art have evolved throughout history to serve a vanety of 

needs and functions in the urban environment. Integated design is a result of the 

evolution of public open space and public art as individual disciplines and collaborative 

partners particularly duriny the last half of the Twentieth Century. This chapter outlines 

the history of public art and public open space in Nonh Arnerica, the history of 

collaboration between public art practitioners and public o p n  space designers, and 

drtines the terms for integratrd desibn "The History of Public Open Space and Public 

An from the Mid-Nineteenth Century to the Present" discusses proçrams and projects in 

Canada, the United States, and specifically in the City of Toronto from the rniddle of the 

Nineteenth Century. through Modem Period. to contemporary examples. The 

relationship between public art and open space design is rxplored throuçh the theoretical 

context and precedents of the Modem Ptriod and its influence on projects in the latter 

half of the Twentieth ~entury ' .  The "Public An Programs" outlines the funding model of 

the National Endowment for the Arts in the United States and the Canadian Public Art 

Programs that followed i?. The "Toronto" section explains the city's public art and 

public space progams and projects? leading up to the sanctioning of integrated design. 

1 The tradition of public open space design and public an had existed long before this time. and 
throughout the cultures of the world. For this research the twentieth century was understood to 
exen the greatest influence on cment public open space design and public art in Toronto. 
 hile the structure of Canadian public art programs d i f f a  (politicdy and fmancially) fiom 
progams in the United States. the herican model set the precedmt. This was discussed by 
participants at the "Art in Public Places Conference". held March 4. 2000 at The Harbourtiont 
Centre. Robert Glover, Teny Nicholson and Jane Perdue of the City of Toronto. Bryan Newson 
of the Ciy of Vancouver, and Barb Bolin of Sir Sanford Fleming CoUege and Haliburton County 
referenced the NEA and municipal prograrns in Seattle. Portiand, and Dallas as guides for the 
development of Canadian programs. In 199 1, The City of Toronto publication Cifyplan '91: 
Public An Policy Stuc& references program and policy models across the United States as 
examples for developing public art in Toronto. 



The "History of Collaboration" discusses the development of a multi-disciplinary design 

process for projects that exist in the public realm and its precedent for an integated 

design approach. The final section, "Definitions". outlines the words and terms that 

relate specifically to integrated public open space and public art in Toronto and this 

research, 

1.  Introduction to the History of Public Space and Public Art 

There is, throughout history and culture, sorne fom of public life which is the 

prerequisitr for the development of a physical public realm. The degree to which a 

culture at any point in history cmphasizes the development of their public spaccs relates 

to the place physical public realms occupy in thrir public and private lives. Temporal, 

political and economic change, technological advancemrnt, social values, and cultural 

rschange influence the physical design of the public realm. The sanctioning of integrated 

design as an approach to the public realm in Toronto occurred as a result of these 

influences within the city and its context in the world. This chapter concems the past 

century of North American precedents for public open space and public an, and their 

influence on the current approach to the public realm in Toronto. 

As William H. Whyte States in The Social Lifé o fSmdi  Chban Spaces, "Sculpture can 

have strong social effects" (1980) and act as an impetus for btinging people together in 

the public spaces of a city. The addition of sculptural objects to an urban environment 

makes an impact on the usen of that space; they may touch it, talk about, or be forced to 



walk around it. Whether or not the user of the space is enthusiastic about the art, 

discriminating in their taste for works of art. or intrigued by the art. people are genrrally 

capable of incorporating public art into their experience of a particular place (Carr rr dl . ,  

1992). Contemporq support for public art advocates its ability to provide public space 

with idçntity, effrcting the social environment of a city by enhancing people's expènrnce 

of their landscapc: through interpretation of the social or environmental significance of a 

place. Public Art is used in many urban cnvironments to establish a landmark that is 

unique to the space that it occupies and its surroundings'. The Ievel of mraning invested 

in the art ma'; V a r y  from project to project. with a purely decorative work of an 

rmbellishing a space or functionalism ' informing the anwork and the spacc5. Modern 

public an often represtnts the conjunction betwren the artist's individual sensibility with 

the public's expectation of the artwork and public spaceh. This is the cause, in some 

cases, of the volatile rraction of the public to some public an projects. Some public art in 

conternporary times has been the subject of controversy; the grounds for the public 

controversy includr moral, political or aesthetic objections. The continuing evolution of 

Modemist artistic style and foms of expression heightened this problem up to the 1960's. 

Kevh Lynch cails the object that @es definition to the urban environment and becomes a 
landmark a "placemaker". Placemakers are symbolic objects that lead a user through the urban 
environment. creating "imageability". They "stimulate a resonance in the ckyscape, a connechon 
between objects in the environment and the layers of association that environment oflen contains 
in the mernories of the Uihabitants". (Carr n ol 1992, Lynch 1982). 
4 'Fundonalisrd is a design philosophy that concerns forrn developed and designed chiefly from 
the point of view of use. 

Although functionalimi involves design. the primas consideration of the design is the activity. 
materiai, and f o m  of the object that is being desiped. The functionaiisrn doctrine would have 
the artist consider in the creative equation d a c e  and colou. dong with social and physical 
concerns of the object- 
6 Much of the probiem is that the concerns of the artist are, or may be perceived as being at the 
odds of the general public. The person in the m e t  (MiIes1997) may, not understand 
ovenvhelming theory and conceptualization, the domain and language of the arcin. 



The Mure to comrnunicate the meaning of anistic movements to the public. by either the 

artists, d e s i p r s  or patrons, did not further the public's understanding of the art 

confronting them in urban spaces (Hamey 198 1 ). Yet, in spite of vanous problems with 

public art, the appetitr for it in al1 of its foms continued to grow and rvolve through the 

Twentieth Csntuq (Carr rr di .  1993). 

The use of art as an element of contemporary urban cnvironment was one response IO the 

hostile relationship of the urban open space of the Modem movement and the usrrs of 

that spacr (Miles 1997). Citizens, advocates. and proLssionals recognized by the 1960's 

that the urban environment was percrived as cold and dehumanizing, where the glass 

constructions of the International Style in architecture stretchrd skyvard from barren 

plazas in cvery major dow-ntown. The resulting unifomity resulted in a lack of 

distinction from city to city. and placelessness confronted the inhabitants and users of the 

urban center (Fleming and von Tschamer 198 1 ). Whether providing a public space wth 

decorative embellishrnent, historical reference, cornmernorative ritual, or whimsical reIief 

of monotony, Public Art was seen as a tool to reconnect the physical environment with 

the environment of memory and association for the uses of Public Open Spaces. Today. 

the role of the public art program is expanding to include connecting piace and history, 

individuals and their community, and landscape and art. This last stated role of public art 

- the relationship between landscape and art, is exarnined through this research. 



Public open spaces, or publicly accessible spaces, are places where people go for group 

or individual activities. Public spaces may take various foms7. but they al1 share 

common ingredients. Public spaces give form to the ebb and flow of human exchange. 

The dynamic of a public space is the counterpoint to the more settled places of work and 

home life. Public spaces provide the charnels for movement. the nodes of 

communication, and the common grounds for play and relaxation they are associated 

with urban life (Carr ri ul. 1992). Public spaces have some fonn of public amenity, such 

as a place to physically interact with the space like a bench or a walkway. Public spaces 

also have visual elements, such as an area of vegetation or a focal point in the form of a 

physical object, such as a piece of art. Public spaces can br both publicly and pnvately 

owned, but they are places that the user feels cornfortable in and for which they ma); 

claim some propnetoohip*, but which are understood to be "the stage upon which the 

drama of communal life unfolds""(ibid., pg. 3 ) 

Public open space rnay be formed through a variety of processes. Those that have 

developed naturally, without del iberate planning, c m  happrn through a pattern of 

repeated use, appropriation by user groups, or the attraction of a concentration of people 

to the site (ibid.). It is possible, and quite common, for public spaces that develop 

naturally to be adopted by the goveming body and incorporated into an otficial plan. An 

7 These spaces may aiso be referred to under various names such as plaza, mall. park forecourt. 
walkway, urban garden, courtyard, or square (City o f  Toronto 1997). 
8 'Proprietorship' rnay be physicai relationship with a place, such as a spot on the grass or bench 
where the user feeis cordortable to relax and r e m s  to on a reguiar basis. or it rnay be emotional. 
such as claiming that the place is their park. 
9 A successful public space allows individuals or groups to occupy it without inhging upon the 
rights of others to &are the space. When an individual or group dominate the space to the 
exclusion of others, it fails to be an amenity to the public. 



example of this would be Kensington Market in Toronto, where a hiçtory of cultural and 

retail activities have evolved among a seriçs of city blocks, transforming the streets into a 

public area of civic importance. 

Public open spaces can also emerge due to the work of city plannen, architects, 

landscape architects, and private or public organizations. Planned public spaces rnay 

develop through the lay out of a development area, and within this area there can be both 

deliberate and accidental public spaces. Deliberate planned public spaces include a 

square, park, or sidewalk. There are also planned public spaces that involve the changing 

of the urban environment to accommodate the perceived or real need for a public spacr 

where one is not currently existing (ibid.). An example of this would be L)undus Squure 

in Toronto, where a small block of buildings was removed to accommodate the 

developmeni of a planned public space based on the perceived need for a space where 

citizens can gather for celebration. Accidental public spaces rnay develop due to the 

planning of a space for a single use that later evolves into an additional use as public 

space. An example of this accidental planned public space would be the south-west 

corner of Yonge Street and Dundas Street in Toronto, planned as sidewalk and entrance 

to the Eaton Center but adopted as a public space by artists, musicians, sidewalk vendon. 

and their patrons. There is an oppominity for al1 public open space, regardless of how it 

developed, to incorporate public art. 

The style, function and media that encompass the range of artistic interpretation of public 

art has expanded in the past twenty-five years to include the public open space that it 



occupies. Along with the broadening of the field of public art has bern a redefinition of 

the term itself. Certainly there can br an argument that "public" and "art" are terms that 

are in opposition to each other". The practice of public art has been evolving toward an 

equal emphasis placed on both the "public" and "an", and with a grrater emphasis placed 

on the CO llaborative and participatory processes in vanous pro fess ional and non- 

professional fields (Korza 1988). The nature of the broadening definition of public art 

has responded to the re-evaluation of the physical and social place that art can occupy. 

This is in part due to the variety of media and form availablr for artistic expression and a 

growing awareness that artwork can increase mraning and place recognition in the wider 

civic realm" (Phillips 1988). 

The conception of what is 'public art' from the past to present has covered a wide range of 

styles and issues: from monuments, to works of inspiration. social commentary, and 

humour. For thousands of years, the extemal decoration on buildings, town planning, 

siting of built foms, garden design, and outdoor sculptural form have evolved, informing 

contemporary practice in public open space and public art design, and developing 

towards integntion of physical characteristics, conceptual ideas, and design proccss. 

Landscape architecture and public art have developed through historic precedent, both 

with the purpose to communicate meaning through the manipulation of visual effects and 

1 O 'Public' used as an adjective, is dehed as: "of, relaiing to, or being in the service of the 
comrnunity or nationn, and as a noun as " a place accessible or visible to the publict'. "Art" used 
as a n o u  is defineci as: "a skiil acquired by experience. study. or observation: the conscious use 
of ski11 and imagination, especidy in the production of aesthetic objects" (Webster's 1990). 
1 1  Consider historic examples. such as The Statue of Libery or Eiffel Tower. Both serve a 
function of monuments, but their images are linked with specific places and underlying 
ideologies. Through their interpretation they have becorne icons of national identity and values 
for audiences of a wide range of cultures (Miles 1997). 



the forming of spaces in the pursuit of stirnulating responses, and identifjiing the design 

of human environments with the pursuit of refined cultural traditions. 

The Canadian Society of Landscape Architects defines the profession as: "Landscape 

Architecture applies artistic and scirntific principles in the design process. and has a 

specific focus in addressing research, planning, design, and management of both natural 

and built environments" (Taylor 1992). The Landscape Architecture Canada Foundation 

States "The philosophical basis of Landscape Architecture is one of cornbining art and 

science in the crçation and prescrvation of built environments, tahng a holistic approach 

which recmgizes that the needs and activities of people can be cornplementary parts of 

larger environmental systems" (ibid., pg. 1 ). James Taylor, in the Prof;.s.sronul Pru<trrcr 

Hundhookfiw Lrtnd.sc~rpe. .-fr~*hrtm.s ( 1997) says, "the Landscape Architect is an 

intermedias posirioned between the natural and cultural environment: and the social, 

economic, physical. psychological, and spiritual needs of people" (ibid.. pg. 3). In the 

area of public open space design in Toronto, precedent is being set for artists, architects, 

and other design professionais to take landscape project leads". Public artists and 

architects are dealing with the range of professional activities associated with landscape 

architecture. The profession of landscape architecture needs to position practitioners to 

take a lead in the area of integrated design for public open space and public art through 

the opportunity presented in the City of Toronto's Official Plan definition of public art. 

12 Recent examples include the Downsview Park Cornpetition short-list dominated by 
Architectural b s ,  Dunrlas Square designed by Brown + Storey Architects, and Opera Place 



2. History of Public Open Space and Public Art in North America - Niid- 
Nineteenth Ceatury to Present 

The history of public open space in North America is relatively brief, predominantly 

growing out of the traditions of the cultures of Europe. In the sevrnteenth and eighteenth 

centuries, ordering the environment to satisfy the functional needs of a town, city, or 

region were the paramount concern. The layout of streets and plots of land were 

predominantly formed in a gnd as a matter of convenience, not taking into account 

design for the natural features of a place. Public open space focused on the primary 

function of life, daily commerce, and the fom of public spaces was inspired by the 

prototypes of London. such as the common, t o m  square, or market squarei3. Europran 

design for public spaces was imponed to Nonh America, as symbols of power and 

prosperity, and health and beauty in the urban environment (Cam rr y/. 1992). but as the 

quest for material wealth and the apparently inexhaustible frontier progressed, new 

influences on the relationship of the North Amen'can public to the spaces that the); 

occupied in the early nineteenth century developed. 

The private and institutional landscapes From the late 1800's through to the çarly 1900's 

mark the beginning of professionally executed landscape design in Canada, such as 

Dundum Castle in Hamilton in the English Picturesque Style. The Canadian Public Parks 

Park designed by artist Barbara Steinman (Figure lab) .  -411 of these projects included muhi- 
disciplined teams that Vary in degree of integration and professional lead. 
13 The most public space of early kirnericm and Canadian cities was the comrnon. The common 
was the site, concept and enactment of the democratic process because it was a public area that 
was open to use as a @azing Pasture, military dnlling ground and a place for gatberings of al1 
purposes where a variety of ideas and issues could be debated and displayed. The town square or 
market square was fronted on by the churches and chic buildings, as was the case in Europe. and 



developed around the same time as those in the United States and England, fiom 1848 to 

1886. The major public parks built at this time include Hamilton's Gore Park ( 1852), City 

Park in Kingston ( l8X!), The Toronto Islands ( 18671, London's Victoria Park ( 1869), 

Montreal's Mount Royal ( 1873), and Vancouver's Stanley Park ( 1 886) (Hodge 199 1 ). 

Fredenck Todd prepared the plan for the National Capital in OttawalJ, and Howard and 

Laurtr Duningon-Grubb's extensive work on Public Parks and Gardens in Toronto and 

Southrm Ontario helprd establish a thnving professional practicr in Canada (Taylor 

1992). 

In the United States, public open space. public architecture, and sculpture'5 had a heyday 

be twen  1870 and 1905. and the foundations for the an of landscape desibm and its 

merger with architecture, town planning and an were gowing'h. The collaboration of 

multi-disciplined teams on large-scale projrcts was used in North America at the Chicago 

tùnctioned as the centers of public prominence for financiai. political. and moral civic values 
( C m  et a/. 1992). 
14 James Taylor (1992) lists the date of this plan as 1915, but the plan date is earlier, in 1904 
(fiom a discussion with Dr. Nancy Pollock-Ellwand, July 3 1,12000). 
l 5  This was precipitated by the cornmissioning of Civil War monuments in the nonhem States. the 
dernand for sculptural decoration on pubtic buildings. and the temporary sculptures in dernand for 
the Worlds Fairs. 
16 Examples of collaboration are found throughout history. such as Versailles. and were influentid 
in North h e r i c a  for designers and the physical form of the public realm. Consider the 
monumental plan for the new Capital in Washington D.C.. uiitially designed by L'Enfant and re- 
planned by the Macmillan Commission beginning in L9O 1. Manbers of the commission inchdcd 
Frederick Law O h e d  Jr., landscape architecc and PIugust Saint-Gaudens. sculptor (Jellicoe 
1996). Frederick Law Oirnsted was a specidist in the study of Landscape design and public 
parks. Central Park, New York, ( 1857) is an early exarnple and clearly the most farnous of public 
parks in North Arnerica Downing and Olmsted were influenced by the work of Englishman, Sir 
Humphrey Repton, with Olmsted's vision of the combination of city planning and counûyside 
providing the concept for the h a n  park which came to dominate North Amencan city park 
planning (Jellicoe 1996). 



Worldfs Fair in 1893" (Wagenknecht-Harte 1989). The planning, built f'orm, and art 

displayed at the Fair later influenced the City Beautiful Movement in Canada. The three 

main pnnciples of the City Beautiful Movernent were coherence of built fom, variation 

in Street patterning and civic grandeur (Stelter and Artibise 1977). The Ontario 

Association of Architects proposed the first plan intluenced by the City Beautiful 

approach for Toronto in 1906. The plan called for the sstablished p d  of the city to be 

intersected by diagonal streets, a system of parks, and a series of connected greenbelts 

(Hodgr 199 1 ). ln 1929, the civic grandeur of University Avenue was developed along 

the lines of the City Beautiful movernrnt (ibid.), providing 0pp0Itunity for the prominent 

placement of public monurnents1~~igure I ) and tenninatinç at Qucen's Park, the 

Provincial Legislature. 

The growth of the working class in the urban centers called attention to the need for a 

shift in the form of public open spaces. The developmenr of the urban parkland. such as 

Central Park in New York, g e w  in part out of the need for a healthy environment for the 

residents of the city, where levels of pollution were growing ever more out of control. 

The Garden City Movement ernerged fiom these concerns with the living conditions of 

the rapidly developing urban centres''. The Garden City Movement was based on 

17 The collaborative tearn included: Sculptor Augustus Saint Gaudens, Landscape Architect 
Frederick Law Olmsted Architects Daniel Bumham, Louis Sullivan. Charles M c h  and 
Stanford White (Wagenknecht-Harte 1989). 
I8 The monument often conimunicates through the use of narrative, naturalism ancilor ideaiism. 
Monuments will ofien contain a selective visual language so that the meaning of the piece is 
easily understandable. Narrative may make use o f  ailegory, such as the figure of a woman 
standing triumphant to represent fieedom (Miles 1997). 
19 The Garden City was originated by Ebenezer Howard in 1898, and applied in two towns in 
England at Letchworth (1903) and Welwyn (19 19) (Hodge 1991). 



Figure 1. University Avenue, Toronto, and "Per arciua ad astra" (1984), by Oscar Nemon. 
(Auth or) 



dispersing the population into smaller urban nodes, concentrating commerce and industry 

around the residents for convenience, and providing public open space at varying scales 

i d .  ) In Toronto, the Garden City Movement intluenced the master planning of 

fratures in drvrloping communitirs, such as Forest Hill (ibid.). 

The Reform Movemrnts of the Late-Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries brought a 

greater number of srnall parks to the urban environment with an emphasis on play 

scnings for the children of the working class. The growth of the middle class funher 

changed the t o m  of public spaces, with a growing nurnber of urban spaces designrd to 

accommodate the recreational needs of the rniddle class and their increasing arnount of 

leisurc timc" ( Carr et I I I .  1992). 

The emergence of Modemism, which comprises a variety of artistic styles born one from 

another, were "united in their drdication to revealing throuçh the subconscious what lay 

behind appeannce" (Jellicoe 1996, pg. 285). Two creative forces developed in the 

Modem period: the dnve for a new art form, and the science of the environment. The 

former effected architecture, art, planning, and landscape design as individuals and 

groups evolved theories and styles that reflected their theories. A few cxamples include 

cubism, abstract expressionism, and minimalism. The later creative force, the 

'O The urban spaces for communal life were shifted to the malls and commercial strips of the 
suburbs, and access to playing fields and counûyside replaces the urban parkland as spaces for 
play and relaxation. The public iife of urban centers was in decline. and it was feared that the 
shift to tbe security and pleasure of pnvate life had resuited in an absolute decline of public 
spaces in the urban cores, even while many people remained in residence in the city (cm er a/ .  
1 992). 



environment, concemed urban planning, landscape architecture, artists and 

conservationists, who recognized that the exploitation of resourcrs was damagmg the 

earth and the quality of Me. Al1 of the ans were effected by thrse creative forces behind 

modernism, and as the hventieth century progressed the divisions between the two 

creative forces of the modem penod narrowed. and landscape architecture, architecture. 

planning and art found new ways to corne together ( ibid. ). 

From the early to mid-twentieth century, art in the studio and gaileries cmbraced 

Modenist theories and rapidly evolved through a succession of styles exploring the 

potential of new form and expression. Howrver, during this period art in the public 

realm was in decline. Modrrnisrn had seen the stripping of drcoration tiom building 

facades and the decline of figurative monuments from the plazas. When an was re- 

introduced to the public realm in the 1960's and 70's, the modem fonns were monumental 

in scale and explored the individual aesthetic goal of the artist (Harney 198 1 ). The public 

who had not made regular visits to the art çallrry or museurn was faced with modern an 

for the fint time in the urban plaza. These art objects, usually a piece of sculpture, were 

public due to their situation in a site, not the shared values and history that characterized 

the historic public monument. This work is now referred to as "Art in Public Places"; 

describing objects that are concepnÿilly independent of their site and may be 

appropriately exhibited at any vanety of sites (Danto 1987) ". The response of the public 

that greeted these works could range from enthusiasrn, through indifference to outrage, 

" The process for the commissioning of these art works also favored what has bem noi so 
affiectionately termed "plop art" or "turd in the plaza" sculptures. The private comrnissionùig 
process favoured the large-scde modernist sculpton and their work which was conceptually and 
fomally lied to the modernist architecture thaî it was expected to adorn. 



occasionally growing into a cry for the rernoval of the work2'. Dissatisfaction with the 

art object in a public place cncouraged some artists and fùnding bodies to re-examine the 

rok of both the artwork and the public space that ir occupied. A dialogue developed to 

respond to public opinion, and this dialogue provided public administrations, artists, and 

designer professionals with an informed position from the outset of projects involving aR 

and public spaces. 

Artists, urban planners, design professionals and urban advocatcs were qutstioning the 

limitations of the modem formulas for the built environment and the inadrquacies that 

were created in the places that were intended for public life in the late sixtits. "The 

ovenvhelming samencss in design types across North Amtnca" due to modemism 

"created a sense of placelessness that pervade[d] cvery pan of our urban areas.. . There 

lack[ed] a resonance that speaks to the sense of being in a place" (Fleming and von 

Tsc harner 198 1. pg. 7) 

$9 

" Richard Serra's Tilred,.lrc. 198 1, is the most important precedent for the debate between the 
role of public art and the roIe of public space. The removai of this work From the Foley Square in 
Manhattan as a result of negative public response to the work (although there is some speculation 
that the outcry was also bureaucratic) raised many questions about who and what defines public 
art. Although this piece was ultimately removed, it could be argued that the debate surroundhg 
the work created a vital dialogue for artists, bureaucrats designers and the public, resulting in a 
broader Uiterpretation of the relationship of the artias vision and the public who use a space 
(Phillips 1988). 1 fee1 the importance of the debate around the Serra piece concerns the 
destruction of space. The division of the space in half resuited in a loss of accessibility for users 
of the space, and the public reaction was agauist <bis willful destruction of space. Examples of 
public art rernoval and outcry in Canada include the 1976 demolition of the publicIy funded 
"Comdart" in a unilateral decision by Montreal Mayor Jean Drapeau and "Per ardua ad a m " .  by 
Oscar Nernon (Figure 2) in Toronto. Despite the condemnation of the public and arts comrnunity 
of Toronto, this memorial to Royal Canadian Air Force personnel on University Avenue has 
remained in place. The work was donated to Metro Toronto by a private fouadation and has 
been popuiarly re-christened "Gumby"(Jenkner 1992). One example of the Canadian public 
taking the lead against publicly sited is the Comminee for the Removal of Art Poilution (CRAP) 
in Ottawa whose outrage has resulted in at least one sculpture's relocation to the bonom of the 
Ottawa River (McKnight 1996). 



Concems for the environrnent and the experience of the environment provoked a change 

in thinking and approach conceming public art and public open space. which brought 

both practices further dong the evolution to the integration presently being encowaged. 

This change in thinking involved discussion in urban design concerning the problems 

associated with the application of modem theones to the design of urban open spaces in 

the sixtties and seventies includrd the writings of Jane Jacobs, Kevin Lynch, and Oscar 

Newman. Landscape architects, such as Lawrence Halprin and Isamu Noguchi, 

interpreted the f o n s  of nature through their urban landscapes. Halprin's water fountains 

were inspired by his observations of waterfalls but interpnted through a modcmist utility 

of form and material. Noguchi. a landscape architect and sculpter, combined geometry, 

natural rnaterials, and function into his urban landscapes and children's playçrounds 

(Jellicoe 1996). Artists, such as Robert Srnithson, Robert Moms, and Michael Heizer 

explored the conditions of the environrnent through thrir work, incorporating large tracts 

of land to explore issues such as land reclamation. Artists like Richard Serra and Car1 

Andre challenged the traditional way of thinking that an was the aesthetic add-on to the 

plaza and architecture. Serra and Andrea took their work o u t d e  of the studio and 

initiated the conceptualization of the art and site planning at the project site and scale. 

Artists turned the conditions of the site, such as its materials, topography, and 

architectural setting, into variables in the creation of the artwork. The artwork \vas 

viewed as comrnunicating ideas about the place where it was sited through form, posture, 

placement, material and function2' (Kom 1988). In Canada, artias were exploring the 

23 The expansion of the defuiition of sculpture to include use challenged the established notion in 
European based art dture that an object that was fùnctionai was contidered c& not art. The 

23 



function of place through sculptural fom, such as Collette Whittents IJntitlrd (1  978) at 

the Toronto Mental Hralth centre". The work includes a wall ofcut out figures and 

iheir positive images scaîtered across the site. The Toronto Sculpture Gurdrn ( 198 1 ) was 

created in a downtown parking lot as a venue for artists to display temporary statues on 

plinths. But since the first exhibition in the small urban parkette, artists have challenged 

the site itself through their work - in some cases manipulating the landscape as an 

expression of their ideas (Figure 2). 

By the late 1970's and into the 1 980ts, artists were addressing social issues in site-specific 

work in the urban environment. This work, termed "New Genre Public Art" (Miles 

1997), was concept driven, specitically addressing civic and cornmunity issues through a 

range of new media, such as digital billboards, temporary installations, and performance 

(ibid.). This work was atternpting to challenge the precedrnt of object based public art as 

the dominant expressive media in the urban environment. 

In the 1980's landscape architects began to search for design expression that was more 

meaninfil than the Modemist influenced urban work. Landscape architects, such as 

-- - - - - - - - 

begiming of the movement towards art as a functional object is found in the Constmctivist 
movements ideology, but functionalism was not broadly incorporated imo art until Pop art and 
the work of fefniaist artists brought eveyiay items into their work (Miles 1997). ,4 notable 
exception is the work of Constantine Brancusi, who as early as 19 12 was interpreting through his 
sculpture the f o m  of traditional Romanian functional items such as funemy columns, benches, 
and hay carts. 
24 This work has recently been removed and 1 have been unable to Iearn of its whereabouts. 



Martha ~chwartz" and Peter Walker, sought to remind the profession to punue the art of 

the landscape aione with the science of the landscape? The landscapes designed by 

Figure 2. The Toronto Scuipture Garden (1981), The City of Toronto with The Oddette 
Foundation. The Sculpture Garden is a site for rotaring installatioas of temporary work 
The work in this photo is FIower, by Peter Bowyer (May 10 to September 15,2000). 
(Auth or) 

*' Schwartz has a background in visual arts and rose to notoriety in 1980 for her Bagel GGam a 
formal knot garden design made of Iow hedgq purple grave4 and tar-dipped bagels (Cantor 
t 997'). 
26 Thi's is a reference to the CSLA definition of Iandscape architecîure rnentioned in this chapter. 



Schwartz and Walker, among others, transcended the function and prograrnming of the 

site to revcal the physical place and conceptual idea through intriguing, rneaninpful, and 

artful design. 

Cities and agencies began to look for opportunities to include anists in the planning and 

development stages of projects in Amencan and Canadian cities dunng the l9ïO1s. 

Artists were included on design teams and put them in charge of developing the an 

prograrns for sites from the outsct of a project27. The gradua! inclusion of artists in the 

development specific projects and a city's process of urban planning have expanded the 

range of an practices beginning in the late seventies through to the present. The use of 

the word "integrated" public art in Toronto's Official Plan ( 1997) to define potential 

alternative approaches responded to the increased interest in the urban rnvironment as a 

physical and conceptual arena for artistic expression. The inclusion of the artist in the 

planning and design of the public realm has brought public an into the tields of 

architects, planners, urban designers, engmeers, and landscape architects. Recent 

projects in Canada that involve some integration of public open space design with public 

art include Place de lu F.40 in Quebec City ( 1998), by Andre Plante. This work 

combines narrative, sculptural elements, a fountain, and streetscape elements to integraie 

contemporary civic activity with historical reference. In Vancouver, The Palisades 

27 .ei early example of an artist phcipating in the planning and design o f  a govemment 
~ a s t r u c m r e  program is the Grand &ver Sculpture ( 1975) by Richard Kinnebrew in CO- 
operation with the Department of Nah~al Resources. Grand Rapids. Michigan. The work 
supported by a grant from the National Endowments Ait in Public Places Program makes an 
aesthetic component out of fish ladder consmicted on a dam to aid in the migration of spawning 
fish. The work provides viewing oppominities to visitors, and enhances the auditory expenence 
of the falling water while providing a biological function (Harley 198 1). 



( 1998) by Phillips Farevaag Smallenberg, Landscape Architects, and artist Gwen Boyle, 

merges physical elements of the Pacitic Rim landscape to express the transition from 

pnvatz to public space. The piece includes water elernents, British Columbia's native 

plant material, and sculptural rock elements throughout the public open space of the 

project (Dault 1998). 

The drtinition of public an has appropriatrly been broadenrd to include the media and 

conceptuaiization of the visual arts and design of the urban environment, and the 

processes for design. suc h as collaboration benveen ûnists and landscape arc hi tects (City 

of Toronto 199 1 ). dowever the definition of the artist remains undetinrd by the City of 

Toronto Public An  Commission programs and policy. potentially crrating an opponunity 

for landscape architects to assume a greater role in the city's Public An Proçrams. 

3. Publie .Art Programs 

Current public an programs in Canada are modeled on progams in the United States, 

such as the National Endowment for the Arts, and the innovative prograrns of cities such 

as Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon? In the United States, the National 

Endowment for the Ans ( M A )  Visual Arts Program was created in 1965. Pnor to 1965 

there were only a few ongoing prograrns for public art in the United States, such as 

28 The American precedents for public art prograns predate the Canadian examples by 
approxirnately five years. Foomote 2 in this chapter provides M e r  information on the 
American precedent for Canadian public art programs. 



Philadelphia's Percent for ~ r t "  ordinance ( 1959), but the NEA promoted the growth of 

locally initiated public projects into nation wide involvement in public art (Korza 1988). 

The creation of the M A  spawned and influenced public art progarns throughout the 

United States. fiom the first major urban project in Grand Rapids, Michigan to the 

extensive public art program of Seattle, Washington (ibid.). The public art programs of 

Canadian cities are modeled on the precedent examples of American cities and the NEA, 

such as the Canadian Frderal Government's Department of Public Works One- Percent 

for Art Program in Canada. This program devoted a percent of the building cost for al1 

nrw federal buildings for public art, and was followed by the federally funded Canada 

Council Art Bank and National Capital Commission in the 1970's. By 1978 the Federal 

Drpanrnent of Public Works abolished their percent for an  program due to unwieldy 

administrative difticulties, economic constraints, and public protest, however, rnany 

Provincial and Municipal governments in the 1970's rnandated their own Percent for A n  

Progams. The majority of public art programming and funding in Canada is supponed 

on a municipal govemment leve13', and each city has developed unique approaches to its 

public art programs (McKnight 1996). 

29 Percent for Art programs legislate developers to set a percent (generaily 1°/o) of the estimated 
cost of construction of a project (sorne programs distùiguish between projects in the public and 
private sectors) aride for the incorporation of 'public art' into the developrnent. 

O Canadian cities which have public art programs include: Cambridge, ON1 Hamilton, ON. 
Mississauga, ON, Torontoo ON, Ottawa, ON, Montreal. PQ, Quebec City, PQ, Winnipeg MB. 
Vancouver, BC. 



4. Toronto 

In 198 1 the Toronto City Council established an Arts Selection Cornmittee, mandated to 

make recommendations on the selection and acceptance of works of art or monuments for 

city owned sites. In 1985, the Toronto Arts Council's Cultural Capital report 

recommended that a municipally funded Public Art Progam and Arts Commission be 

established. On this bais, the Toronto City Council adopted a policy of annually 

appropriating municipal capital funds for a proçram of public art sponsorship with the 

Planning and Drvelopment Department overseeing the policy, yuidelines. and 

implementation. At the same time Council adopted a Percent for Art policy for major 

private deve lopments through agreements w t h  developers ser king rezoning and the 

Planning and Development Department. The City of Toronto Council established the 

Public An Commission in 1986 to replace the previous selrction cornmittee. with the 

ûdvisory capacity extended to both capital and Percent for An Programs. Pnor to 1986. 

public an programming in Toronto had devrloped through an ud hoc. cvol utionary 

process based on the recommendations of city staff. cibzens and precedent practices. 

without coherent policy, progams, or results (City of Toronto 199 1 ). The City of 

Toronto owns over two hundred works of site-specific public art completed before 1986. 

and there are several hundred privately owned works on public display throughout the 

city. Since 1986, thirty-nine site-specific public art projects have been completed in 

Toronto, with additional twenty-WQ projects currentiy in developrnent (City of Toronto 

1999). 



A series of citywide urban design policies dealing with the role of new development and 

public concern with the qualie of experience in the city's open spaces were adopted by 

Toronto City Council in a 1993 Official Plan (ibid.). The plants urban design policies had 

bren under development from 1976, but were not codified until 1993. The policies 

drfined public spacrs, set out ways to increasc: space for pedestrians and fumish these 

spaces to malie them m o n  cornfortable, usablr, and attractive. These urban desi~m 

policies integrated nçw development into the tnditional city patterns to preserve and 

en hance the unique c haracter of Toronto ( ibid. ). 

In 1997 the amalgamation of the former Municipalities of Toronto into the City of 

Toronto rrquired an evaluation of al1 policiçs and programs in the citv, specific to this 

research are thosc policirs and programs for public an and urban design. As a result of 

ainendments in the Public Art Commission's definition of "public art". the option for 

inte~gated design of public open space and public art was sanctioned by the City of 

Toronto in a new Oficial Plan definition for 'public art' (ibid.). 

The progression from 1976's development of new urban design policies, through the 

establishment and evolution of a public an program, Iead directly to the sanctioning of 

integrated design for public open space and public art as a design alternative in the Ci? 

of Toronto. This progression reflects the precedent set during the later half of the 

twentieth century in North Amerka and the growing interest in developing a unique form 

of artistic expression for Toronto's urban environment. 



A number of examples of the relationship of public art and public open space exist in the 

City of Toronto prior to the 1997 Official Plan. These different places have qualities and 

characteristics that are distinct to the time in which they were developed and the 

relationship of the place to its civic contest. For example, University Avenue, planned 

by Howard Dunington-Gnibb, is a crremonial route to Queen's Park with a high level of 

importance to both the City and the Province (Figure 1 ). The scale and layout of the 

roadway and pedestrian areas, the provisions for monument sites to events and people of 

national importance distinction are intended to be reflected through the physical form of 

this avenue (Hodge 199 1 ). Nathan Phillips Square, part of the Toronto City Hall 

precinct, was completed in 1965"' (Figure 3). The square functions as a space of civic 

and regional importance for public gatherings and ceremonial cvents. The modemist 

style of the landscape and swounding architecture are also characterized in the 

relationship of the art with the space. The sole original outdoor sculpture by Henry 

Moore, The Archer ( 1966), stands alone in the square separate and dramatical ly unrelated 

in scale to its surroundings (Figure 4). In 1980 the Cùrtuin bYulI mural by Derek Besant. 

in Toronto's St. Lawrence Market district, was accepted as a donation of a n  for the 

people of Toronto through a joint project between various departments of the City of 

Toronto, provincial agencies, and private corporations (Figure 5). The mural was 

conceived as part of the plan for the development of Berczy Park. The CO-operation 

between various levels of govemment and private corporations was a first for the creation 

of a joint public open space and public art project in the city (Ardiel 1994). The Berczy 

Park and Curtain Wall project is similar to University Avenue and Nathan Phillips 

Square in the approach to the physical 

3 1 Designed by architect Viljo RevelI. 
3 1 



Figure 3. Nothan PhiII@ Square and Toronto City Hall (1965), by Viljo Revcll. (Aufhor) 

Figure 4. The Archer (1 966), by Henry Moore. (Author) 
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Figure 5. The Curtain Wall (1980), by Derek Besant, and B s c y  Park (1980), by the City o f  
Toronto. (Aurhor) 



relationship between open space and public art. The work of art is physically 

accommodated by the open space, but the work is conceptually independent f om the 

space and physically separated from the design charactenstics of the space. However, 

Berczy Park and the Curtuin CVulI demonstrate the interest in including public an as an 

integral element in a space from the inception stage of a project. 

Urban open space projects in Toronto from the late 1980's to the present illustrate a 

aowing interest in incorporating physical and conceptual rlements through design and 
C 

public art". C'umberlund Purk, completed in 1993 by Martha Schwartz, Smith Meyer 

Inc. with Oleson Worland Architccts and Chip Sullivan, was conceived to redrfine the 

function of the urban park (Figure 6a,b,c) in the Yorkville District of Toronto. This 

project does not contain a work of public art, howevar the concept and f om of the park 

are influcnced by contemporary art. The park is a complete depanure from the 

Olmstedian urban oasis. containing no area of lawn and limiting pedestrian movemcnt 

around the edges of the space so that the pmk is looked upon as an object. as a piece of 

sculpture is viewed. Where the users of the space are able to penetrate the park, their 

movement and experiences are controlled by the oveniding themes of the place. The 

original Victorian lot lines are conceptualized as Victorian collection boxes, and each 

space contains a representation of ten Canadian ecosystems. Cloud Gurdens ( 1994), by 

Baird Sampson and Milus Bollenberghe Topps Watchom with artist Margaref Priest, is 

- - -- 

32 Other recent projects in Toronto include: "Spudina Linr" ( 1992) by Brad Golden and Norman 
Richards (Figure 8), various works around the Skydonle ( 1 WO), the "hfzrsic Garden" ( 1999) by 
Julie 1Moi.r Messemy. with YO-YO Ma and Thomas ToIIesfson (Figure 9ab.c). Mintu Yorkville 
( 1999) by Ferris + Quinn Associates with artists Susan SchelIe and Mark Gomes (Figure IO), the 
519 AiDS Mernorial (1993) by artist Paîrick Fahn and the City of Toronto, and One Financlal 
Place ( 1990) by various artists and Twigg Yonge Adelaide Ltd.(Figure 1 1). 



located at Richmond Street West in the Financial District. This project continues the 

redefinition of contemporary urban open spaces in Toronto (Figure 7). This design 

embraces the vertical potrntial of the narrow site, referencing the surrounding 

skyscrapers through the artwork and the rnythical Hanging Gardens through a series of 

elevated rarnp gardens, a waterfall, and a greenhouse. Like the C'umbrrkund Purk, the 

space programs the movement and siçht lines of the user. However, where the 

intentional compartmentalization of spaces in C'urnberiund Purk creates spaces that 

cornpel the viewer to explore the park and appreciate the overall concept, the elernents 

that m l e  up the (h i id  Gurdrns are conceptually independent across the site and 

fragment the space into four distinct identities. 

( Btirtltuus Squure ( 1998) by Janet Rosenberg and Associates uith artist Susan Schelle. 

references the civic history of the site through the landscape and sculptural elements, 

combining Victorian garden design with contemporary materials (Figure 12) at a site off 

of Church Street and King Street. The planning of the space, plant materiai, and art 

reference the layers of history associated with the site. The result is a space with 

imrnediately accessible meani ng that reveals addi tional layers of meaning through the 

viewer's willingness to participate with the space. The Bloor Purkette ( 1 9971, by artists 

Susan Schelle and Mark Gomes and Landscape Architects Fems + Quim Associates, 

expands the conceptual framework of the artwork into the surrounding landscape 

elements (Figure 13a,b,c) at Bloor Street and Spadina Avenue. The paving pattern of the 

parkette is repeated on the Street corners and traffic islands opposite the site. The 

landscape elements, such as benches, incorporate themes fiom the artwork, and the 



planting design is intended to support the theme of play and regionalism expressed in the 

sculptural elements. C'orirrhousr Squure and The Bloor Purkerre cxpand the concept 

across the site and into adjacent spaces in order to connect the site, viewer, and context. 

In both projects, the elrments are distinctly landscape based or art objects. but both 

projects share a bridging approach that maintains a conceptual idea in all elements of the 

space. 

îhr Opera Pluce Park (in pro~gess), at Bay Street and Wellesley Street. is a unique 

project in Toronto with the anist, Barbara Steinrnan, assuming the lead role for the 

concept and design of the park in collaboration with landscape architects Milus 

Bollenberghe Topps Watchom and several depanments of the City of Toronto (Fibwre 

1 a b ) .  With this approach. the anwork and landscape are intended to k h l l y  integrated. 

creating a new model for Toronto's urban open spaces. The concept for the park 

intemates leaf shaped stone wal kways with plantinç design rnaimizing seasonal interest. 

The design is intended to br viewed form gound level as well as from above in the 

surrounding condominium cornplex". The collaboration process and level of integration 

of elrments in this project are unique to both Toronto's public art progarn and open space 

design practices (Macffinnon 1999). The success of The Opera Pluce as a model for 

integrated design for public an and public open space remains to be seen as the 

'' Although the plan for Opera Place is only available as an axonimetric rendering (Figure 14a) 
or plan (Figure 14b) at this t h e ,  1 am skepticai of how accessible the physicai intepation will be 
when the space is experienced fiom the ground. The work detailhg the paving materiais wiil be 
visible to a viewer on the ground, but the p h ~ g  design appears to be intended for viewing fiom 
above. in the proposai drawing the site appears to be flat which wodd indicate to me that many 
of the elements in the site would not be visible unless viewed up close or fiom above. If the site 
includes topographical expression, these concerm may be resolved. 



instillation of the project progresses, however this precedent opens new opportunities and 

questions for public ariists and landscape architects working on future integrated projrcts. 

Figure 6a Cumberland Park (19931, by Martha Schwartz, with Smith Meyer lm., 
Oleson Worland Architects and Chip Sullivan. 
View of a piece of the Canadian Shield and the water fountain. (Author) 

Figure 6b. Cumberland Park (1993). View of Victorias wildflower beds and seating area. 
( A  uth or) 
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Figure 6c. fimberland Park (1993). View of coniferous trees and seadng ~ g s .  (Author) 

Figure 7. CIoud Gardens (1994), by Baird Sampson and Müus Bolienberghe Topps 
Watchorn, with Margaret Priest. View of "Mernorial to Construction Workers" by 
Margaret Priest, (Auîhor) 



Figure 8 Spadiha Line (1992), by Brad Golden and Norman Richards, with tbe City of 
Toronto. (Aurhor) 

Figure 9% The Music Garden f1999), by Julie Moir Messervy, Yo-yo Ma, and Thomas 
Toiiesfson. 
View into the M u d e  and Courante section of the garden. (Aurhor) 



Figure 9b. î?te MK.S~C Garden (1999) View to the Menuen section of the garden. (Author) 

Figure 9c Tlre Music Garden (1999) View of the Allemande. (Author) 
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Figure 10. Minru Yorkville (1999), by Susan Schelle and Mark Cornes, with Fer& + Quinn 
Associates. (Authur) 

Figure I l .  On2 Financial Place (1991), view of "Synthetic Eden" by Stacey SpiegeL (Author) 

4 1 



Figure 1 2. Churthrruse Square (1 W8), by Janet Rosenberg and Associa tes, with Artist Susan 
Schelle. ('4uthor) 

Figure 13a. The Spatlina Parkerte (1997), by Susan Schelle aad Mark Gomes, with F e n s  + 
Quim Associates. 
View south into the paricette!. (Author) 



Figure 136. The Sparlina Purkene (1997) Detail of bronze leaves on TTC subway vent. 
(Aurh or) 

Figure 13c. TheSpadina Parkae (1997) Detail o f  stone bench with marble chessboard inlay. 
(Auth or) 



Figure Ida. Opera Place (2000 - in progress), by Barbara Steinrnan, with Milus 
Bollenberghe Topps Watchorn and The City of Toronto. 
The axonimetrk rendering of @ero Place (courtesy of Barbara Steinman) 



Figure 14b. Opera Place (2000 - in progras), by Barbara Steinman, with Milus 
Boiienberghe Topps Watchorn and The City of Toronto. 
The plan view o f  Opera Place (courtesy Barbara Steinman) 



5. Bistory of Collaboration 

During the Bauhaus, Walter Gropius had hoped that -*a new structure of the future, which 

embrace(d) architecture and sculpture and painting in one unity" ( Daul t 1998) would 

emerge in design. This ideal for a collaborative approach to urban design did not emerge 

in the penod of modem designJ4, the theones of the time pushing architecture and the ans 

toward more self-referential pursuits" and resulting in urban design that physically and 

conceptually isolated architecture fiom landscape design and public art (Ibid.). 

Collaboration between the design professions was sren as one way to bring unique 

solutions to specific issues facing the urban environment by 1960's. much like the uni- 

that Gropius had wished for (Ibid.). 

Environmental artists and earthwork sculpton of the 1960's and 1970's were engaging the 

object, site, and viewer in their art. In pursuit of their goals, these artists pushed beyond 

the gallery to the wide-open areas of the country. Artists embraced technology, such as 

the bulldozer, and input from other professions, such as ensineering, to achieve works on 

a vast ~ c a l e ~ ~ ,  but these works were intentionally located on sites inaccessible to the 

- 

3.8 Collaborative teams have a long tradition, such as the Chicas0 Worlds Fair and Versailles 
collaborations. 
3 5 ïhe self-referential pursuits were explored through many individuals and evolved through a 
variety of styles. The intemationai Style in architecture sought to remove decorahon fiom built 
form in pursuit of the purity of fom and function of the building and its materials. In art. the 
avant-garde broke its links with the past, the fom and content of the work reflected the vaiues of 
the individual artist, unlike the civic art and monument which attempted to represent shared 
values ( Wagenknecht-Harte I 989). 
j6 The work sought to reconcile material. site. and the sunounding landscape. such as the Spiral 
Jety, by Robert Srnithsen, or Doubk Negative, by Michael Heizer. Although these pieces were 
coilaborative in the sense that the mias engaged other professions to bring their concepts to 
reaiity, they were oAen located in remote places, on a scale which made appreciation difficult 
without the assistance of an aerial Mew and photography (Wagenknecht-Harte 1989). 



public. Through the seventies and eighties, more artists embraced the public realm, 

cornbining their aesthetic and material concerns with a concern for social and 

environmental issues and presenting the work to the public through a variety of new 

media ". The work sought to be more expressive of the life and concerns of the people 

that it touched3'. As Kay Wagenknecht-Harte observed in her study of the relationship 

between sculpture and site, "In order to work on a public scale. . . . anists entered into 

coliabontive t e m s  with professional Designers, Engineers, and Craftsrnrn. The very act 

of collaboration forced each member of the team to cross into unknown trmtory, to pull 

down the bamers between professions and to make a pluraiistic approach to the overall 

design process. Autonomy gave way to a common purpose - the enhancement of the 

public3 perceptual experience." ( Wagenknecht-Harte 1 989, pg.28) Collaboration gave 

the artist the opponunity to address the problems associated with scalr and ambitions of 

urban architectural and landscape settings. 

A problem for many public artworks has been the ability of the pirce to overcome the 

strength of the urban character where their work is being situated. Collaboration allows 

the artist to address the reality of the context and the elements that are specific to that 

urban place, dong with the conception of the other built elements. When collaboration 

takes place from the preliminary stages of a project, there is an opportunity for 

" The rote of technology has changed both the fom and function of public art evident throua a 
piece, Messages to the Public, by artists such as Jenny Holtzer. Barbara Krueger. Keith Haring 
and others. This was a series using electronic billboards to convey 30-second cornputer animated 
messages on a iight board at New York City's Tirne Square. which is passed by 1.500,000 people 
each day (Korza 1988). The term 'new genre public art', coined by Suzanne Lacy, categorized 
the work of artists that was unconventional in f o n ~  o h  tempomy, that challenged a variety of 
precedents in art and public art (MiIes 1997). 



coordination of the elernents of the site in pursuit of a singdar overall concept for the 

open space and art. 

An important collaboration in the United States between 1979-1985 was the Weisncr 

Building at MIT in Cambridge Massachusetts, a building by LM. Pei housing some of the 

university's visual arts programs. This project was intended to be collaborative from the 

outset, with the goal to expand the role of art beyond that of the object3'. Three anists 

dealt with specific concrms, Kenneth Noland with interior wall surface, Scot? Burton 

with atrium Furnishings, and Richard Fleischnrr with outdoor areas. The collaboration 

was not completely successful, problems included budget ovemins. lack of 

communication and coordination, and time ovrrages because of onsite design alterations 

by the anists during constructior? (Senir 1992). 

Battery City Park in New York City is another exarnple of a major projrct that developed 

a collaborative mode1 for the design of public spaces, but this project was collaborative 

across an entire development district and intended to develop over a graduai time fiame. 

Battery City Park \vas planned to include residentiai and commercial buildings. public 

38 The language of the work was often exclusionary. either because it was didactic in content and 
concept, or because of the confrontational nature of the work. 
39 Six d s t s  were selected to address specific areas of the project (nich as wall surface. exterior 
areas, and l i g h ~ g )  within their approaches to art in a public space. The building design was 
almoa complete when the artists were brought into the collabonition, and in order to 
accommodate the artist's concepts for the project some changes were necessary to the building 
design. As a result of ihese changes to the building design. and in the face of major budget 
escaiation, three artists were dropped fiom the project. 
40 Richard Fleischer believed his role expanded f?om artist to landscape architect because the 
conditions of the site and requirements of the usprs set the parameters for his piece. and on site 
problem-solving was required to addrws issues of the site while maintainhg his concept (Senie 
1992). 



parks and waterfiont spaces, public art, and a rnuseurn. The goal for public open spaces 

in the project were to place "public sculpture in the context of the urban environment to 

enlarge its potential to contribute to the quality of public life" (ibid., pg. 89). Design 

teams of artists, architects, and landscape architects4' worked together from the initiation 

of the project so that the designs for public open spaces would be collaborative. The 

Banery Park Fine Ans Program has become a testing ground for wban public an and 

design collaboration. Somc of the charactenshcs that set this program apart form others 

are the planning of the site to identify important locations for art works and a level of 

fùnding for the projects appropnate to the scale and sophistication that is sought for the 

program (ibid.). 

Collaboration, or the collaborative procrss, is a term used to descrite a procrss where 

vanous disciplines work together toward a design solution. The trrm "collaboration" is 

widely interpreted because the procrss can be achieved through different modes. 

Sculptor Nancy Holt identi fied three modes of collaboration: the 'correlative process', the 

'cooperative proccss', and the 'collaborative process' (Wagenknecht-Hane 1989). The 

correlative process "refers pnmanly to site-dominant or site-adjusted sculpture, an object 

that is designed by an artist and sited by a landscape architect or architect. Each designer 

takes his or her traditionai role" (ibid., pg. 7). The cooperative process "differs in that the 

artist has a conceptual idea for a piece of sculpture or place, and the landscape architcct 

and engineer make it work. They are essentially technical consultants who understand 

the artist's intent and vision to the extent that they can create ingenious solutions to 

4 1 The participants hcluded Stanton Eckmit, Architect, Susan Child Landscape Architect, and. 
Mary Miss, Sculptor for South Cuve. Cesar Pelli, Architect, M. Paul Friedberp Landscape 



cornplex technical problems" (ibid., pg. 7). Holt describes the genuine collaborative 

process as "a pluralistic approach to problem solving - when designers with different 

backgrounds and ditierent ways of looking at things take a problem and wrestle with it 

collectively to come up with a solution that is unique - something that each discipline 

would not have come up with individua~l~"~~ (ibid., pg. 7). The purpose of collaboration 

is to create "a synergistic whole, a resonating participatory place. a tension between 

elements that is complex and continuous - a place that holds a perceptual cxperience that 

is capable of drawing a user back again"'" (Carr et ul. 1992). Holtls description of the 

thrre modes of collaboration indicate that a correlative, coopentive or collaborative 

process would be effrctive rneans of achieving a design that integrates public spaces and 

public art to create unique and possibly superior public open space4". 

The degree to which collaboration has worked in design precedents is varied. The 

success of collaboration must consider the physical character of the project, the 

relationship of the collaborative team, the goal and objectives of the project, and the 

context of the project. However, the process for collaboration is evolving and it is clear 

that collaborative tearns are more common in contemporary urban projects. In the City of 

Toronto most major urban open spaces projects require a multi-disciplinary tearn. 

Architect. and Siah Armajani and Scott Burton, Sculptors, for Pluzu 
"The assumption f?om this definition of the genuine process of collaboration is that "pluralisrn" 
refers ody  to the representation of Arrists and design professionals. No mention is made in these 
definitions of the collaborative process involving the public or representatives of the public. 
" The process that Ieads to a resonance of environment varies fiom project to project and 
involves a varying degree of colIaboration between the artist, landscape architect, architect and 
client. The desire. insight, creative inspiration. and tension on the part of the collaborative tearn 
will effea the working relationship and presumably this wil1 be reflected in the product of the 
collaboration (Carr et al. 1992). 



including an artist, to collaborate for the design, and the expectation is that this will 

continue to be required. 

6. Definitions 

The City of Toronto Official Plan ( 1997) defines public art as "site specific artwork 

created to enhance publicly accessible space (either owned by the city or privately) 

through artistic interpretations that range from independent sculpture to integaatrd 

architectural treatmrnt and landscape desig"(City of Toronto 1 997, pg. 56). This 

municipal definition is intentionally broad to encourage a variety of opportunitirs for the 

integration of public art into the urban environment. This det'nition offers insight into 

what public art muv lx as opposed to what it is. Accordinç to this municipal detïnition 

public art rnay be a traditional two or three dimensional an work, combine visual art with 

a built element or design, work as a conceptual frarnework for the organization of open 

spaces of an individual site or the area adjacent to the development. The de finition also 

indicates that public art rnay result in revealing some aspect of the social, political or 

historical context of a particular site, and that this may reaffim a sense of place visually 

and symbolically in the urban enr ironment (ibid.). 

44 However, the qudity, vitaliry, and creative energy of the design team are important factors in 
the design of public spaces and art, and under the right conditions a correlative process may result 
in an integrated work. 



The definition of the City indicates, through the use of the word "enhance""', that there is 

a purpose for the use of public art in the design of the urban environment. The purpose 

of public art is to communicate, through the site and artistic vision, to an audience. The 

City's Urban Design Hundbook States that "public art may result in reaffirming a sense of 

place in a symbolic and visually stimulating way by revealing some aspect of the social, 

political or tustorical context of the site" (ibid. pg. 56), The terni "enhancet' was defined 

differently by artists and design professionals during shon interviews for this research. 

Practitioners defined the term "enhance" as decorative or ornamental embellishrnent 

incorporated with or added ont0 built forms. The practitioners' definition interprets 

integrated design as a treatment applied by the anist to the work of the design 

professional. The municipal definition implies that rnhancemsnt can nnge frorn site- 

specific benefits to social contribution through broad conceptual integration. 

The City of Toronto Urban Development Services has identified three categones for the 

relationship of public art and public open spacr to elaborate on the manner in which the 

work communicates. The first category is "discrete" public an, which is created 

independently frorn the site and becomes related to the site through reference to its 

location and site history (ibid.). An example of "discrete" public art is Henry Moore's 

Two F o m  (1966-69) at the Art Gallery of Ontario (Figure 15). The second category is 

"integrated" public art, which is physically and conceptually integrated with the site to 

the degree that it could not exist elsewhere (ibid.). This definition will be addressed in 

the next paragaph. The final category lies between the opposites of "discrete" and 

-- 

''' "Enhance" is defined as adding or contributing to. 
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"integrated", but is not given a name. Thts public art is described as a project where the 

art is inspired in part by some aspect of the site that it occupies (ibid.)."' An example of 

this category is ;The Guiferru ( 1991) at BCE placeJ7, by scdptor Santiago Calatrava. with 

Bregman and Hammon Architects (Figure 16)(ibid.). The City of Toronto does not 

de fine the "artist" or what constitutes the role of the artist. The Public Arts Commission 

decides whether a person, or group. submitting a proposal qualifies as an artist basrd on 

the submission. visual indications of past work. and a resume. 

411 There is no indication for the source of tliese categones or their titles. however discussion with 
Toronto's Public .-\rts Coinmission administration indicrite that these terrns are borrowed t?om 
surrent discourse on public an. The exûcmss bcnvçen "discrcte" and "integrated" detinitions 
retlect the process of creation chat Isad to the pliysicd relationship of the art and the site. 
Howcver. there is no recognition that failwe of the procrss nlso intluences the relationship of the 
xtutwork and site. For esample. it is possible that a work of art that is desiped to be "intepnted" 
m q  appear to be in the third (unnamed) category dur to the physicd appearance of the tinal 
objcctisite relationship. Therc: is also the question of perception rhat should be achowlrdged in 
these categorirs. both the perception of the viewer on the artwork. and their understanding ofthe 
words usçd as categoiy titlrs. I t  is possible that a work of public art may become integmed with 
the public consciousness beyond the circumstances of its origins or site. The definitions of these 
catrgones require less sprcific titlss and clarification of a broder range of amstic interpretarions. 
Five categones have been definrd by Ray Wagenknecht-Ham to address the greater range of 
object in space definitions. 'Site-dominant' sculpture includes those sculptures. which are objects 
having their own integrity. they are conceptuaily independent of the site and as objects they c m  
be appropriately exhibited in a variety of sites. 'Site-adjusted' sculpture is designed in the snidto 
without a site in muid. and when the piece is selected the landscape architect adjusts the site to 
dlow for the siting of the piece in the environment. 'Site-specific' artwork is a combinanon of a 
form the artist creates and the environment in which that f o m  is placed. The work of art is 
contingent not only on the artist's ides  but also on the physical. cultutal, and historical 
characteristics of a specific site. The piece can on- exin at one pdcular site. 'Site- 
conditioned/determined' public art draws al1 of its reasons for being fiom its surroundings. The 
design process bqins with an intimate reading of the site and foIIows with a distilIation of the 
ideas from the site. followed by a scuiptunl response to the site. 'Percepnial/phenornenal' public 
art is based on enhanmg people's power to see. perceive and experience their surroundings. and 
this is usually a collaborative effort of many professionals and brings together aspects of the 
previous categories (Wagenknecht-Hate 1989). 
7 The City of Toronto Urban Design Handboak ( 1997) lists The Gallerra. by Calatrava as 

belonging to the category which is not "integrared" or "discrete". According to the Public Art 
Commission, this piece is not considered integrated because a gallena was aiready planned for 
the site, and Calatravas concept was adopted subsequent to the design for the surrounding 



This research is concemed with public art that is "integrated" with the landscape (Public 

Open Spacr) through design. The Municipal definition of "integrated" public art 

concems work that is physically and conceptually mrrged with its site? Physically 

"integrated" rneans that the matenal and fonn of the public art and public open space 

design relate. Conceptually integruted means that both the public art and public open 

space design convey an idea or abstraction. The city's definition does not indicate that 

"integrated" public art requires a collaborative approach, yet for a project to fulfill the 

public safety, accessibility, and maintenance requirements, a collaborative approach to a 

project may be appropriate. This research assumes that integrated design for public open 

space and public art would involve at least one practitionrr from rach field, as a 

minimum, for the design approachm, reflecting the multi-discipline team approach 

currently favoured for projects in Toronto. 

The terni "integrated" was defined differently during the small focus group discussion for 

this research. Practitioners defined the term "integrated" as the fusion of science and art 

through design to create an artful urban open space. The word artful means urban space 

that 1s rmotive. The municipal definition implies that the physical attributes and 

conceptual ideas of the design are site dependent. The practitionen view integration as 

context. However, six of the participants in this research identified the Calatrava piece as the 
only exarnple of "integrated" public open space and public art they could th id  of in the city. 
48 The City of Toronto Urban Design Handbook (1997) cites The Spadina Line ( 1  9%) as an 
exarnple of "integrated public art (Figure 8). HaWig considered this project (its relationship 
with the site, context, and viewer), 1 am unable to explain the reasoning of the City. In my 
opinion, the work is self-referentid - neither physicdy or conc~ptually hed to the site - and could 
be displayed with equai effect at many sites thughout Toronto (or Ontario). 

The roles that the practitioners take and the relationship for the collaborarive approach are 
variables in the research. 



design and art that transcends the site to reveal what is poetic and original about the 

physical and conceptual qualitirs in the design, context. site, and viewer. 

The purpose of this research to provide landscape architecture with a p a t e r  

undentanding of integrated design for public open space and public an, considering 

difierences in b o ~ h  the municipal and practitioners definitions of tcrms. to identi@ the 

physical charactrristics, design process and implernentation, and conception of these 

types of projects. 

Figure 15. Two Form (1966-69), by Henry Moore. (Author) 



Figure 16. The GaIfmir (1992), by Santiago Calatmva, with Bregrnaa and Hammon 
Architeck (Author) 



Chapter 3: Research Methodology 

As Earl Babbie describes, social research is organized around two activities, 

measurement. and interpretation. For the purpose of my research 1 will concern myself 

primarily with qualitative measurement, which is drfined as the "the nonnurneric 

examination and interpretation of observations, for the purpose of discovering underlying 

meaning and patterns of relationships". (Babbis 1998) Babbir uses the term 

mcasurement intrrchangeably with observation, and for the purpose of this researc h the 

word observation will be used soiely. The purpose of this research is to identit'y a Set of 

Categorics for Integrated Design for Public Open Space and Public Art as a descnptivç 

tool for landscape architecture, contributinç a greater understanding of this approach to 

design for the professional that may be involved with this practice. The observations will 

be made through the study of hvo units of analysis, public open spacr, and public an. 

The variable with these nvo units of analysis is integated design. 

Inductive theory begins with a specific observation, and the aim of research is to identify 

the general principles that govem what is being observed (ibid.). In this research the 

specific observation began wivith the recognition that the City of Toronto was sanctioning 

the integration of design for public open space and public art throuçh its public art 

policies and programs. The definition for public art in the 1997 Officiai Plan for the City 

of Toronto included integrated landscape design as a form of artistic expression. The 

observation was extended to recognize that this would impact on the design work of both 

landscape architects and public artins. The sanctioning of integrated design of public 



space and public art meant that liindscape architecture might assume a greater role in the 

city's public art projects, develop a stronger relationship with artists, and potentially 

define a role for landscape architecü as "artists" in the view of Toronto's Public Art 

Commission. Once these observations were made, it was necessary to identifi the 

general principles at work in this situation, which for this research are broadly identified 

as theory, history, precedent, and policy related to physical design in both landscape 

architecture and public art practicr. The research applied a Triangulation of Methods in 

order to leam more about these principle areas. 

1. Triangulation of Research Methods 

The observations for the research will be constructed through the Triangulation of three 

research methods: The Literature Review, The Short Interview, and The Small Focus 

Group (Diagram B). Triangulation is used to corroborate research data from one research 

rnethod against data from two other methods. The rationale for tiançulation is that the 

disadvantages or limitations of any single research method can be overcome when the 

research question is applied to two additional methods. Observations will be drawn out 

fiom the triangulation of researc h rnethods and used to consmict a set of categories for 

intepted design that will specifically identify the charactenstics, role, and process of 

this approach to public open space and public art. 



1 Short Interviews 1 

Small Focus Group - 2nd Set of Categones 

Diagram B: Triangulation 

When identifying the observations that will be used to construct the set of catrgorirs for 

integrated design, the research will rmploy the litrrature review, short interviews. and 

small focus group for both manifest and latent content. Babbie defines manifest content 

as the "the concrete terms contained in communication" (ibid., pg.3 13). Latent content is 

defined as " the underlying meaning of communications" (ibid., pg. 3 13-3 14). By 

observing both manifest and latent content, the research overcomes the disadvantages of 

one or the other method. Manifest content is advantageous by identi@ing a word or Iist 

of words that are encountered in the material, indicating the nature of the content of a 

communication. The disadvantage is in terms of validity, because the communication 

may present information with underlying meaning that is not communicated through the 

use of specific words. This content will be captured through latent content analysis 
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becausr it relies on an overall assessrnent of the content rather than the frequency of 

specific word appearance in the material (ibid.). The final set of categories will be 

developed as each the triangulated research methods are applied. produce information, 

and are subsequently refined by the next mrthod (Diagram C) . The First Set: 

'Preliminary Categories' was developed through the literature review, the Second Set: 

'Categories Applied to the Design' refined the First Set through the short interviews, and 

the Third Set: 'Set of Categories for Integated Design' followed the mal1  focus goup 

and critical analysis of the design application. 

1st Set: Preliminary 
Categories 

2nd Set: Categories 
Applied to the Design 

3rd Set: Set of Categories 
for Integrated Design 

Design Process and Implementation 
Conception 

mPhysica1 Attributes 

Diagram C: DeveIopment of the Categories 



2. The Literature Review 

The literature review addressed the theories and precedents for public open space and 

public art that contributed to the sanctioning of integrated design in Toronto. The 

literature review concerned Nonh American public open space and public art from the 

middle of the nineteenth century through to current projects in Toronto. and the content 

was analyzed to gain an understanding of the development of an integrated desig 

approac h. 

Analysis for manifest and latent content identifies specific words and phrases frorn the 

literature review to be usrd as specific indicators, or codes. The result of the analysis is a 

set of coded words. Each code word is followed by the definition of its properties and 

categories. Coded words are associated with a research method called the Content 

Analysis, which is a quantitative examination of the research variables. The literature 

review is not a content analysis, but code words have been used as a tool for organizing 

observations from a range of sources under related headings. 

In order to identiS, the code words that would become the preliminary set of categories, 

the City of Toronto's public space, and public art program and policy documents were 

analyzed for both latent and manifest content as a prima. source. The starting point for 

the analysis was the City's definition of "integrated" public art, which States that it is 

"conceptually and physically intepted with the site to the degree that it could not exist 

elsewhere". The latent and manifest content of the City's documents identified a range of 



words and phrases that indicated the specific nature or underlyinp meaning of conceptual 

and physical integration of art and site. This preliminary step in the Iiterature review was 

then extended to the theory, history, and precedents reviewed for this research to broaden 

the scope of the set of categories beyond Toronto's policies and programs to a general 

realm of the practice of public space and public art design. The observations of the 

literature review were condensed, eliminating repetitions, and then grouped under code 

words based on like meaning. Each of these groups was identified with a code originally 

identified in the review of the City of Toronto's program and policy documents. The 

result was the First Set: 'Preliminary Categories' (Appendix 1) for the design of integrated 

public open space and public art. Each category was defined by a list of characteristics 

and practices relating to integrated design. The First Set includes the followinç sub- 

categories: 'Hamonize', 'Hurnanize'. 'Collaborate', 'Enhance', 'Site Specific', 'Functional', 

'Artistic', 'Narrative'. and 'Preservation'. The First Set was refined further through the 

second method of research in triangulation, the short interview. 

3. The Short Interview 

The i n t e ~ e w  is defined as a specialized pattern of verbal interaction initiated for the 

purpose of gaining insight and focus on an area of specific content, with the consequent 

elimination of material extraneous to that specific content area (Kahn and Camell 1965). 

This research used the short interview, which is intended to run fiom thirty minutes to 

one hour (Merton et al. 1956) The objective for the i n t e ~ e w  in this research was to 

corroborate the First Set developed fiom the literature review. The i n t e ~ e w s  were used 



to verify the preliminary categories and modify them as needrd (Appendix II), 

developing the Second Set: 'Categones Applied to the Design' (Appendix IV). The 

advantage of the short interview as a research method is that it may identify discrepancies 

between the anticipated and actual content of the categories. The short interview may 

interpret the content of the set of categories, and provide clues to the process and 

mechanisms that are called into play for this specific area of research (ibid.). 

Eight short interviews were conducted for this research. The interviewees were selected 

from a list of luminaries in the field of public space design and public art. The list of 

luminaries \vas compiled dunng the literature review and through informa1 conversations 

with people involved in the area of this research. The list of luminanes are people known 

to bc involved in the area of this research and represent a range of professions such as: 

landscape arc hi tect, artist, educator, arc hi tect, arts adrninistrator, and plannrr. The eight 

luminaries that were interviewed were selected at random from the list, and interviewed 

based on availability. The eight participants in the interview represent the range of 

professionals in the field of public space and public art design. The participants included 

two artists working in the public realm, one public art planning administrator, one public 

art coordinator, one architect, one design educator, and two landscape architects. The 

interviews were recorded in hvo ways: by tape recorder and notes taken by the 

researc her. 

The questions for the i n t e ~ e w  (Appendix II) were developed to gain further 

understanding of the major areas of concem in the design of integrated public space and 



public an, and further develop the Categories for the design of these urban environrnents. 

The short i n t e ~ e w  questions were introduced to each participant by brietly outlining the 

purpose of the research, the goal of the interview, and the role of the participant in the 

interview and research project. Interviewees were asked to respond based on their 

opinion and experience in order to gain subjective responses to the questions. The 

interview questions were designed to mavimize the range of responses from the 

interviewec. elicit a depth of responsr from the interviewee, and ascertain the 

participant's involvernent with the specific area of research and the meaning that the 

individual brings to this axa (ibid.). The questioning was designed using a combination 

of unstructured, structured, and probing questions. The purpose of the unstmcturrd 

question was to allow the interviewee to answer on various levels of the content, 

discussing what concems he/she about an area of the research topic, and explore the topic 

potentially bringng addition areas of concem to the researchers attention. Unstructured 

questions for this research were built around the definition of public art from the City of 

Toronto's 1997 Offcial Plan and the category headings identified in the literature review 

through the preliminary critena. The unstructured questions allowed the interviewer to 

define hiulier understanding of the categories identiS, characteristics related to the 

definitions that were of importance to them, and introduce categories that were not 

mentioned. The disadvantage of the unstnictured question is that it may invite a response 

that does not deal directly with the area of research. To overcorne this disadvantage, 

intewiewees were asked probing questions to focus their responses, providing further 

information on specific commcnts made during the inteniew. A stnictured question was 

asked at the end of the interview to sumrnarize the areas covered in the interview and 



allow the interviewee to rrstate what areas he/she felt were of importance. Interviews 

were tape-recorded whrre the participant consented, in adherence to the University of 

Guelph's Proioco/for Human Sub~ecfs. One participant exercised the opportunity to 

decline tape recording. Notes wen made during and afier the interview to record 

observations of the session. 

The interviews were analyzed for both latent and manifest content in the sarne method as 

the literature review. The shon interviews resultrd in the addition of one category to the 

nine preliminary categories identi fied in the literature review. The additional category is 

the result of a difference in definition for the word 'Enhance' from the preliminary 

categories. The short interviews supported the First Set's categones, with some 

exceptions as outlined in the chapter "Analysis", resulting in the Second Set: 'Categorirs 

Applied to the Design'. The devrlopment of the Second Set out of the First Set is 

discussed in the "Analysis" chapter (Diagram D, pg.83) . The final method triangulated 

for this research was the small focus goup. 

3.4 The Small Focus Croup 

The focus group is defined as a controlled exploration of an issue under the guidance of a 

moderator (Babbie 1998). The word "focus" implies that the discussion is limited to a 

small nurnber of participants who share a community of interest. The small ficus group 

involves two to five participants recmited From a similar demographic in a discussion. 



The focus group was chosen as a research method because it captures large amounts of 

data in a social environment, it has a social dynarnic that may stimulate discussion, and it 

can examine a range of topics of interest to the individual members of the group. 

For this research the participants were selected from the list of luminaries developed in 

the literature review who did not participate in the short interviews. The rationale for 

selecting a group of two to five participants was to permit a genuine opportunity for each 

p-non to express their opinions and ideas, and have enough interaction to permit a 

genuine discussion (Babbie 1998). The participants invited to participate in the focus 

group represented the range of professionals in the field of public space and public art. 

Five participants were invited to attend the focus group three werks in advance of the 

event. The week before the focus goup, conformation of attendance from four 

participants was received by telephone. The actual attendance for the focus group was 

two participants; both are landscape architects and educators. 

The small focus group was used to critically evaluate the Second Set of categorirs, 

developed h m  the literature review and shon interviews, and its application to a design 

in the West Toronto Junction. 1 assumed the rolr of moderator for the focus group. As 

the researcher in the topic of discussion, the role that I assumed as moderator was defined 

as "the seeker of wisdom" (Krueger 1994). The moderator that seeks wisdom from the 

participants generally holds a considerable leve l of knowledge about the topic of 

discussion and seeks to obtain greater understanding, insight, and wisdorn through the 

participant's input. The moderator assumes that the participants will share their wisdom 



on the topic if they are cornfortable in the discussion and are prompted by thoughtful 

questions (ibid.). The focus group was recorded in three ways: by a tape recorder. by 

written notes taken by an independent observer, and by notes taken by the moderator. 

The participants were asked to consent to tape recording in accordance with the 

University of Guelph's Prorocoi fur Humon Subjrcts. The independent observer was 

asked to take notes in order to allow the moderator to maintain fmus on the discussion. 

The use of an independent observer provides the researcher/moderator with an impartial 

record of the focus goup discussion. possibly overcorning bias that may be captured in 

the moderators' notes. The notes taken by the moderator captured main points that were 

referred to Iater in the discussion to sumrnarize areas of discussion and allow the 

participants to restate points of importance (ibid.). 

The srna11 focus çroup was constmcted in two sections outlined in a handout for the 

participants (Appendix VI). The first section included the welcorne and introduction of 

participants, an oveMew of the topic, the ground rules for the discussion, and the ten 

categories identified through the research to date. The participants were providcd with a 

band out upon their arriva1 that contained the City of Toronto's Ofticial Plan ( 1997) 

definition of public art brief descriptions of each of the ten categones in the Second Set: 

'Categories Applied to the Design'. The first section was concerned with the following 

three areas of questioning: the participants' understanding of the definitions and 

categories, discussion of integrated designs charactensticr, and the purpose of identi-ing 

integrated design characteristics for landscape architecture. Probing questions were used 



to stimulate discussion and maintain the focus of the discussion. The first section of the 

focus group took one hour to complete. 

The second section of the focus goup concemed the application of the Second Set to a 

design. The critical evaluation of the design directed the discussion from the first section 

of the focus group to the design application for a site in the West Toronto Junction. The 

second section of the focus group was completed in thirty minutes. 

The purpose of the small focus goup was to critically evaluate the Second Set of 

categories through discussion of the bnef descriptions of each of the ten categorics and 

through the application of those categories in the inteçrated design for the West Toronto 

Junction. The information gathered from the small focus group was analyzed for 

manifest and latent content, resulting in  changes to the categories. The changes in the 

categories as a result of the small focus group are discussed in the "Analysis" chaptcr, 

along with a discussion of the dcveloprnent of the Third Set out of the First and Second 

Set (Diagram D, pg. 83). The Third Set: 'Set of Cateçories for Integrated Design' are 

outlined in Chapter Six. 

5. Limitations and Assumptions 

There is a concern in that researcher's opinion effects the observations in al1 three 

triangulated research methods. in the literature review, the researcher may fail to 

recognize certain latent content, fail to identify a manifest term, or consciously or 



unconsciously recognize only data that supports the research problem staternent. The 

purpose of tnangulation is to overcome the limitations of a single research method. 

However, because the interview questions were based on the literature review, it is 

possible that an oversight in the first technique could continue to br overlooked in the 

second. There is also a concern in the shon interview and focus group that the researcher 

may lead the participant (s) by the way a question is asked, the result being that the 

participant answers the question in the way that they believe the researc her wants it 

answered. This research attempted to overcome these concrms by stating in the 

introduction to the interviews and focus goup that the goal of the discussion was for the 

participant to share hisher opinion. 

During the introduction to the shon interview there were two instances whtn the 

participant asked me to share my opinion on the research area. Ln nsponse, 1 stated that 

as a researcher 1 needed to remain objective dunng the interview, but that 1 would gladly 

share my opinion afier the interview. There is a possibility that my unwillingness to 

share an opinion rnay have created a barrier between the intervicwee and myself, 

preventing thern from feeling cornfortable to speak opedy. Howvever, 1 feel that this was 

not a major limitation on this research due to the honesty and breadth of participant 

responses that 1 observed. 

There is a concem with qualitative research that the data collected cannot be generalized 

to apply to the greater population and that this is a limitation on the results of the 

research. This limitation is partly overcome in the literature review by covering an 



extensive theoretical and practical foundation of knowledge- The selections of the 

participants for the short i n t e ~ e w  and small focus group are from a specific population, 

but their qualifications provide a level of expertise in dealing with this topic and its 

relationship to the greater population. 

The low attendance for the focus group may have limited the range of the discussion and 

bias may have occurred because both participants are landscape architectsieducators. 

However, both of the participants have extensive experience with public art through 

professional practice and displayrd their knowledge of public art issues. The use of an 

independent observer to record notes during the focus group was a way to reduce the 

potential bias in the analysis of information by my shared rolr as moderator:researcher. 

The notes taken by the independent observer were compared to the moderator notes and 

transcript of the tape-recorded discussion as a way to identify discrepancies betwern my 

observations and conclusions and the impartial observers. No major discrepancies were 

observed. 

The lack of experience that I possess as an interviewer and moderator may also be a 

limitation for this researchrr. My lack of experience rnay have contributed to a failure to 

identi@ information specific to integrated design in the shon interviews. The limitation 

of my experience was overcome by: additional reading's concening interview and focus 

group moderating techniques, by my comfon level with al1 of the participants for the 

research, and by the strength of my communication skiils. 



Chapter 4. Application of the Categories through a Design 

The Second Set: 'Categories Applied to the Design' (Appendix IX) identified through the 

literature review and shon interview was applied to a design in order to evaluate the 

categories as a tool for the profession of landscape architecture whrn approaching 

integrated design. The application of the categries required the selection of a site in the 

City of Toronto. The site is discussed in this chapter, followed by the goal of the design 

application, a discussion of the application of the categories to the site through a 

collaborative design process, and a bief critical evaluation of the design application as a 

result of the focus group. 

1. Site for the Application of the Categories 

The categories were applied to a design integrating public open space and public art in 

the West Toronto Junction area of the City of Toronto (Figure 17a). The West Toronro 

Junction is located along Dundas Street West, fkom Annette Street to Runnyrnede Road 

(Figure 17b). The site was selected because it is currently one of two Toronto 

neighborhoods identi fied by the City's Planning and Development Departrnent for 

programs and initiatives to improve the design of the area". The areas Business 

Improvement Area (BIA) office and local residence groups were also willing to provide 

access to information for this research when approached about the design application that 

I wished to undertake. 



Figure I7a. Location o f  the West Toronto Junction in the city. (Author) 

Figure I7b. The West Toronto Junction (Author) 

50 nie other area is located at Dundas Street East and Carlaw Street. 



The City of Toronto describes the purpose of civic improvement projects as creating high 

quality public realms and livable places that are consistent with common civic values, 

local identity, history, individual resident needs, diversity, and sense of place (City of 

Toronto 1999). In 1996 an Aaron Plun (City of Toronto 1996) was coordinated and 

published for the West Toronto Junction area. The plan focused on four areas: Economic 

Revitalization, Design, Parking, and Social Issues. The Design Section in the .-lcrion 

Pkun outli ned im plementation and development to "improve the phy sical attractiveness of 

the area and capitalize on the area's histonc buildings" for the area (City of Toronto 1996, 

pg. 9). The .4çtion Piun was endorsed by City Council in 1996 with approximately 

twenty-eight recommrndations to be implemented over several yrars. as funds become 

available. The City, BIA, and resident associations have held a number of public 

meetings since 1986 to identify the concems of the citizens and their vision for the 

revitalization of the area. In March of 1000 working group meetings were held to assess 

the streetscaping needs of the a r a .  From this working group the streetscaping plan was 

divided into four main areas: Street Lighting. Tree Planting, Tree Lighting, and Sidewalk 

Paving. The Sidewalk Paving portion includes provision for Public Art initiatives and 

irnprovement of Open Spaces accessible to the public throughout the West Toronto 

Junction. The Acrron P h  also recommended that the gateways to the area, hvo local 

parkenes, and central business area be designed to improve streetscapes and identify 

potential locations for Public Art. The local residents association conducted a survey of 

area residents in the spring of 2000 asking thcm to identie the gateways, landrnarks, and 

areas of interest in the West Toronto Junction. Although the number of respondents was 

low, the survey results identified the major intersections on the east and west, and the 



central crossroads of Keelr Street and Dundas Street as the area's gateways. The 

landmarks identified included the central intersection of Keele and Dundas Streets. and 

several busincsses along Dundas Street between Keelè and Pacific Avenues. The survey 

results indicate that the intersection of Keele Street and Dundas Street West is an 

important gateway and landrnark for the area. For this reason, the intersection of these 

two strcets (Figure 1 8) within the West Toronto Junction was selected for the design 

application of the Second Set: 'Categorks Applied to the Design' for integra~ed public 

open space and public art? 

Figure 18. Dundas Street West and Keele Street Intersection (Author) 

" This site was selected for the application of the set of catepries as a result of the need in the 
area for immediate irnprovement ideas and initiatives. The Public Arts  commission^ Planning 
and Development Department, and local business improvement association have ageed to 
provide information for this design application allowing access to background information and 
area plans. The a m  has ais0 made a cornmitment to including public art in the revitalization of 
the ara at aii levels of design, providing an oppomuiity for integration in the des@ of public 
spaces and public art. The limitation in using this area is that fùnds for the redevelopment o f  the 
area are phased in over several years with no overall budget for the project. This means that there 
is no overall budget upon which to base the proposed design. 



2. Description of the Site 

The City of Toronto has identified stntegic priorities for the planning. design, and 

irnplcmentation of civic irnprovcmcnt projects that classi& the open spaces of the city 

relating to the physical charactrr of the space. needs of the comrnunity, and overail 

policirs of the City The strategic priorities are identified under three overall project 

categories: Places, Routes. and ~istricts''. Places and Routes are pnmanly defined by 

physical charactenstics. whereas Districts combine the physical charactrristics with the 

role and character of the place. The Dundas Street West area is a district. a 

"nrighborhood of distinguishing charactcrfl( City of Toronto 1999. pg. 13 1. that is 

compnsçd of Places ( gateways, bridges. underpasses and rail way intenections ). and 

Routes ( Main Street. arterial route). 

The intersection of Krele Street and Dundas Street West is designated 

commercial/residential. The intersection and surroundhg blocks contain a cluster of 

historically si gni ticant buildings that reflect the architectural c haracter of this once 

bustling commercial area (Appendix VI1 - photographs of the intersection). The 

properties on al1 four corners of the intersection contain buildings listed as historically 

significant to the area and shodd be preserved to reinforce the hrritage of the area (City 

52 Characte&ic types for Places include gateways, centres. green intersections. natural synem 
connections, bridge/mderpass/railway intersections. and expressway intersections. Characteristic 
type for Routes indude: special streets. scenic streets. major streets. main streets. intermediate 
streets, special arteriai routes, mixed-use arterial routes, anenal routes. and expressways. .U of 
the types for Places and Routes can be used to define or reinforce the character of a District (City 
of Toronto 1 999). 



of Toronto 1986). Currently the buildings on the northeast and northwest corners, and 

the building on the southwest corner, are under consideration for façade improvements 

through a joint program with the owners of the properties and City Council. The building 

on Dundas Street West, set back from the corner of Keelr Street, is in good repair. The 

southwest corner of Krele Street and Dundas Street West is a srnall parking lot pnvately 

owvned by the adjacent financial institution. The parking lot and sidewalk edges are 

treated with concrete planters along Dundas Street West. Bus stops with shelters are 

located on both streets at this intersection. The parking lot is occasionally used for local 

evenü, such as a Farmer's Market during summer months. Overhead hydro wires are 

currently being buried benrath grade to reduce the visual clutter of the West Toronto 

lunction arca. Improvements to the streetscape will begm in the late summer of 2000. 

New concrete sidewalks will replace the damaged and uneven concrete and asphalt 

sidewalks. The new sidewalk treatment will include a decorative brick paving edge 

between the street curb and sidewalk. Existing wooden electncal poles wivill be rernoved 

and decorative concrete strertlight poles will be introduced when funds become available. 

The new street light poles will include banner attachments and pedestrian level sidewalk 

lighting in the main commercial district. Street trees will be planted at equal intervals 

along major streets when funds become available. Street trees will also be lit with white 

string lights through the main commercial district when funds become available. 

A working group was conducted in March of 2000 to discuss the issues specific to the 

Keele Street and Dundas Street West intersection. Local business people, residents, and 

design professionals were represented in this working group. The group concluded that 



the southwest corner, which is currently a parking lot, should be developed as a public 

space. The space should accommodate cornfortable seating, the potential for 

entertainment and cornmunity events, and represent the histoncal aspects of the West 

Toronto Junction, possibly through a rnap. 

History of the Site 

The West Toronto Junction and surrounding area were known as the Humber Plains for 

most of the nineteenth century. At this time the population of the area was limited, a few 

faming and forestry families occupied the lots originally laid out by Lord Simcoe, but 

most of the surveyed land was not occupied (Miles and Francher 1999). The Dundas 

Highway was cstablished. along what is now Dundas Street, to connect Toronto with 

Hamilton and the fanninç areas west of Toronto. In 1 8 1 7 John Scarlett of York 

purchased the land around the Dundas Highway and what is today Krele Street (ibid.). 

The railways came to the area in the 1 850ts, with the Toronto Grey and Bruce and Grand 

Trunk Railways forming a junction at the Dundas Highway and Old Weston Road, 

followed shortly afler by the Credit Valley Railway (ibid.). The completion of these 

railways started land speculation in the area, and the land owned by Scarlett was 

subdivided along the Dundas Highway for commercial and residential properties. The 

Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) purchased the three rail lines and extended the Credit 

Valley line east to Quebec (ibid.). By 1884 The Junction was the main linlr between 

Toronto Union Station and al1 of CPR's north, east, and West rail lines (ibid. ). The area 

had been subdivided into 170 residentiai lots and over 20 locations for businesses and a 



p s t  office. The area was a booming railway tom.  The Village of West Toronto 

Junction was incorporated on January 1, 1888, and by April 1889 rapid growth led to the 

designation of the Town of West Toronto Junction (ibid.). The access to rail caused a 

major boom for industry in the areaj3, and The City of West Toronto was created in 1908 

(ibid) The area boasted a population of over twelve thousand whcn the City of Toronto 

annexed it in 1909. The area voted to join Toronto kcause of the promise of sewer 

service and paved streets that would improve the credibility of the area for future prowth 

i b i d )  The area was hit hard during the depression. leaving the CPR rail yards and 

Union Stockyards as the oniy major industry (ibid.). To compound the problems of the 

area, prohibition shut down the hotel tavems, but while prohibition was lifted in the rest 

of the country, the Junction remained drys! Economic decay remained in the Junction, 

with a few exceptions. until zoning regulations forbidding the sale of alcohol were lifted 

between 1997 and 1998(ibid.). Today, restaurants, and small businesses are slowly 

retuming to the area. Only one bank is currently open in the Junction, adjacent to the 

south-west corner of Keele Street and Dundas Street West. 

The parking lot on the south-west corner was previously the location of a hotel from 1850 

to 1903. The area's first Post Office was built on the site in 1904, but purchased by the 

bank during the 1960's and tom d o m  to maire way for the parking lot. The Post Office is 

currently Iocated two lots south of this corner, on Keele Street. 

j3 By 190 1 the area was a major center for industry outside of Toronto. The factones in the area 
were responsible for ecunomic prosperity and high levels of employment. The area boasted 
twelve major industries, three banks seven hotels, two liquor stores, and many mal1  senice 
based commercial businesses (Miles and Francher 1 999). 



1. The Design Goal 

The goal of the design was: Apply the integrated design catepries, identitied through the 

litrrature review and shon interviews as the Second Set: 'Categories Applied to the 

Design', to the site in the West Toronto Junction as an approach to public open space and 

public art integrated design. 

5. The Design Application 

The litenture review and shon interviews had identifiçd trn categories that nrrdrd to br 

considercd for the drsisw application. The first stage in the application of the design was 

identifjing the des@ approach that 1 would undertake for the application of the 

categries. The tkst drcision to be made concemed the category 'Collaboration'. 

Although the cooperation of the BIA and resident groups for the site satisfied some 

aspects of the category, 1 felt that the process of collaboration between designer and artist 

was the important concem of the research. An artist" from the West Toronto Junction 

was invited to participate in a one-day design charrette to establish a collaborative 

54 The junction had a reputation through the region as a "wet" area where drinking was sbwidant 
and the trouble caused by dnnking even more notorious. The police, politicians. and strong 
lobbyists refused to lift prohibition out of fear the area's reputation would continue to grow. 
55 The Artist invited to collaborate on the design lives and works in the cornmunity. The 
individual has practiced as a ceramic artist and photographer for thirteen years, and is a graduate 
of The Nova Scotia College of Art and Design. As with the other participants in this research. the 
Artist's identity remains anonymous in accordance with The University of Guelph's Protocol for 
Human Subjects. 



experience. Prior to the design charrette the following items were assembled and made 

available for the artist to review: 

a mode1 of the intersection at 1 : 100 scale site context maps and phoiographs 

the background information from the first four sections of this chapter 

hvo City of Toronto documentsj6 

achanoutliningtheSet ofCategories 

The charrette lasred six hours and produced a design and a ltst of how each of the 

catrgorics was addressed through the charrette (Appendix V). 

The design solution that was produced from the charrette focused on the parking lot at the 

south-west corner of Dundas Street West and Keele Street (Figure 19a,b,c). The desibg 

inteçratcd streetscaping design elcments with a cornmunity based Public Art component. 

The streetscaping elcments included reducing the s i x  of the parking lot5' to 

accommodate a larçer public open space on the corner and planting beds on the cast and 

south rdges of the lot. Plant matenal and a low wall was introduced along the parking lot 

e d g  to buffer the lot and sidewalk to enhance the pedrstnan experience and soften the 

appearanct of the site along Keele saeetjR. Trees were proposed along the edge of the 

parking lot and in the public open space because existing below-grade utilities prevent 

the planting of Street trees on this corner. The concept for the public open space was to 

deveiop the site as a map of texture, history, and movement. The concept was to involve 

56 The Dundas Street West Action Plan (City of Toronto 1996) and the Urban Destgn Hamibook 
(City of Toronto 1997). 
57 The existing parking lot accommodates twenty-two cars including two spaces for the disabled. 
The design solution proposed seventeen parking spaces inclucling two spaces for the disabled. 



Figure f 9a. Plan view of the Design Application in the West Toronto Junction (Author) 

Figure 19b. View to the design on the souîhwest corner of the intersection (Author) 

The parking lot and sidewak edge aeatrnent was based on guidelines fiom the City of 
Toronto's ui.bm Design Handboak (City of Toronto 1997). This treatment was introduced to 



the community in the creation of images and forms that would identi- the important 

textures (cultural and physical), his~ories, and patterns of movement in the West Toronto 

Junction. The images Y and forms would be incorporated into the pavement. wall. and 

seating surfaces. The design solution satisfied many of the categones. however the 

impression of both the artist and myself was that the solution was flat. This impression 

was based on our feeling that achieving characteristics listed under the 'Accessible Urban 

Form', 'Site Specific'. and 'Narrative' categories restrained the concept and its physical 

fom. The design application and design from the charrette are evaluated in Chapter Five. 

"-Analysis". 

Figure 19c. Detail view of the design edge treamient (Author) 

address the urban design and uhan fom issues in the set of categorïes appiied to the design. 
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Chapter 5: Analysis 

This chapter concems the analysis of information developed through the Triangulated 

research methods and the Design Application. The Analysis discusses the development 

of the Category Sets (First Set: 'Prcliminary Categories', Second Set: 'Categories Applied 

to the Design') through the research methods. conclucùng with the Small Focus Group as 

the final method in the development of the Set of Categories for Integrated Design 

(Diagram D). This Third and final Set of Categorirs will be discussed in detail in 

Chapter Six. 

Set 1: Preliminary 
Catego ries 

Harmonize 
*Humanize 
*Collaborate 
En hance 

.Site Specific 
*Funaional 
*Anistic 
*Narrative 
*Preseniation 

Set 2: Categories 
Applied to the Design 

*Accessible Urban Form 
mHumanize 
*Collaborate 
*Enhance(definition A) 
*Enhance (definition B) 
-Site Specific 
*Functional 
*.Mistic 
*Narrative 
*Piesemat ion 

Final Set o f  Categories 
for  Integrated Design 

*Design Process and 
tmplementation 

.Conception 
~Physical Attributes 

Dirigram D: Evolution of the Category Sets 

1. The Literatu t e  Review 

The preliminary categories (Appendix 1) developed through the literature review, called 

the First Set, included nine categories describing a variety of characteristics, conceptions 

and processes related to open space design and public art. The F i ~ t  Set were 

representative of the literature review and the broad scope that was undertaken for this 
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research. The breadth of the categories in the First Set was also representative of the 

larger issues associated with landscape architecture, public art, and design for the public 

realm. The lack of literature specific to integrated design for public open space and 

public art required that a breadth of resources be reviewed to capture information related 

to the research topic. The limitation of the categories in the First Set was a result of the 

breadth of information it captured, and a lack of focus on the specific topic of integrated 

design. The categones did not specifically address integrated design, ofien outlining 

issues related to broader concems such as good urban design. The triangulation of 

research methods was intended tu overcome this limitation, and the second research 

method that 1 èmployed was chosen because it would bring the interpretations and 

practices of luminaries in Toronto's public open space and public art field. However, as t 

note in the "Limitation and Assumption" section of Chapter Three, the questions that 1 

asked during the interviews were based on the literature review's First Set of categories. 

The breadth of information in this First Set was camed fonvard into the interviews and 

developrnent of the Second Set of categories. 

2. The Short Interview 

The Second Set: 'Categories Applied to the Designl(Appendis IV) was developed from 

the analysis of the short interview information and a cornparison with the First Set of 

categories developed through the iiterature review. The purpose of the short interview 

was to corroborate or alter the categones identified through the literature review. WhiIe 

the interviewees supported the general content of the First Set, additions included one 



new categoryjg and changes to several individual characteristics, conceptions, and 

processes ( Diagram E, and see Appendix III). 

Set 1: Preliminary Categories 

*Hannonixe - urban patterns, 
*open spaces and edges, built 
*forms, accessibility, process for 
*participat ion, dialogue 
*Humanize - create Sense of 
*Place, improve quatity of life. 
*accessibility, comfort 
*Collaborate - collaborative 
processes 

*Enhance - contemporas, urban 
acharacter. civic and community 
*values and identity. Sense of 
*Place. meaning, environmental 
ahnct ion 
*Site S~ecitlc - site planning 
*and inventory, design 
fiindamentals, Sense of Place. focal 
point 
*Funaional - architectural eternent, 
mactivities, accessibility, comfort. 
materials and form 
*Anistic - decorative. aesthetics. 
*style 
*Narrative - symbolic, imageability. 
*interpretive, dialogue 
*Preservation - quality of the work. 
4ife span, maintenance and 
*conservation, education 

Set 2: Categories Applied to the Design 

*Accessible Urbm Form - urban patterns. 
abuilt form, accessibility. process for 
*participation, dialose 
*Hurnanize - cognitive device, livable 
*spaces, accessibility, comfort, 
*confrontational art and design 
*Collaborate - collaborative processes 
*Enhance(definition A) - contemporary 
murban character, civic and community 
*values and identity, Sense of Place, 
*meaning, environmental function 
*marketing/economics 
Enhance (definition B) - add meaning, 

*ornamen t/em beilis fi, cognitive device 
*Site Soecific - site planning and inventory, 
*design tùndarnentals, Sense of Place. focal 
*point, site as a concept 
*Functional - re-interpretation of functional 
mobjects. activities, accessibi lit y. cornton, 
*materials and form. avoid controvcrsy 
*.Artistic - decorative. aesthetic, style. 
*concept, unique 
*Narrative - symbolic, imageability, 
ainterpretive. point of view, didactic, 
*private jokes in public places, irony 
*Preservation - quality of the work. 
4ife spanmaintenance and conservation, 
*ducation. tempomry work 

Diagram E: Comparison of Set 1 and Set 2 Categories 

59 SU( of the eight participants offered an opposing definition for the word Enhance in the context 
of integrated design. The result was the creation of the criteria for 'Enhance: Definition A' and 
'Enhance: Definition B'. 



The cornparison of the information frorn the short interview and the literature review tirst 

identified characteristics that were present in both sets. These characteristics were the 

fint to be brought fonvard to the Second Set. The characteristics that were redefined 

during the interviews by the participants were compared to the definitions in the 

preliminary categories for meaning. intent, and clarity. The definitions brought forward 

to the Second Set were intended to be representative of integrated design. For cxample, 

the participants of the short interview interpreted the City of Toronto use of the word 

"enhance" as decorative or ornamental embellishment of built fom. The participants felt 

that integrated design was intended to be a trearment applied by the artist to the work of 

the Landscape Architect. The word "enhance" is used by the City of Toronto to mean art 

and design that add or contribute to publicly accessible spce. This differencr in 

interpretation may have been the result of the lack of Focus of the literature review to 

specifically addrrss integrated design. however it was included in the Second Set by 

establishing Enhance: Definition A' and 'Enhance: Definition B' cateçories. 

Some repetition of characteristics in the First Set were eliminated as a result of the short 

interviews, however there remained several categories with common chamctrristics 

because participants in the interview discussed issues, such as 'Accessibility', in relation 

to more than one category. 

The changes made from the First Set to the Second Set of categories were minor due to 

the sirnilarity of the information gathered frorn the two research methods. The apparent 

corroboration was likely a result of three limitations in the research rnethods: the lack of 



focus in the Fint Set of categories on issues and characteristics specific to integrated 

design. the use of this First Set to develop questions for the interviews, and the large 

arnount of information recorded by eight interviews. each lasting approximately forty- 

five minutes. Each of these limitations compounded the failure to isolate the specitic 

concerns of integrated design in the development of the Second Set of categortes. The 

information gathered fiom the interviews covered broad topics, such as urban design 

issues and public an's role in the urban environment, raising important issues that were 

not al1 specifically related to integrated design. The result was a Second Set of categorirs 

applied to the design that was very broad in scope, and is discussed in the "Evaluation of 

the Desi~v Application". 

The information gamered through the interviews that did relate to integated design 

included the ovenvhelming emphasis that the participants placed on issues of Access. 

Collaboration, and Conceptualization. This information from the interviews was 

revisited afler the small focus group and included in the Third Set of Categories: 'Set of 

Categones for Integrated Design'. 

3. Evaluation of the Design Application 

The critical evaluation of the design and the design application will be discussed in three 

sections: evaluation of the design and process from the charrette, the critical evaluation of 

the design from the Smail Focus Group, and a comparative evaluation of the charrette 

design (Figure 19a,b,c) and a subsequent design (Figure 2 1 a,b,c). 
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The design application of the categories identified to this stage provided theoretical and 

practical data to be considered for the research. The design application provided an 

opportunity for critical evaluation of the categonrs from participants in the research as 

well as evaluation from myself as the researcher. The critical evaluation of the design 

application from participants in the research included the artist involved in the design 

charrette and the focus goup participants in the final stage of trianplation. The critical 

evaluation on my pan, as the researcher. allowed me to gain insight into the theoretical 

and practical issues raised by the categories. The insight that 1 gained is sirnilar to that of 

a researchedmoderator in a focus goup. I was able to ask questions and explore the 

responses and opinions of the participants in the design charrette. The design charrette 

was selected as an approach to applying the categories because it is  an efficient way to 

produce a design solution. The categories were discussed in terms of their applicability 

to site at the beginning of the charrette, and they were revisited throughout the day. 

Notes were made concerning the discussion of the categories and how the design solution 

for the site would address specific Categories (Appendix V). 

The collaboration kvas an exciting approach to the Categories because the Anist arrived at 

the charrette with a senes of photogaphs taken around the West Toronto Junction. These 

photo-mphs captured the physical, historical, and cultural textures of the area that 

became the Conceptual basis for the design. Working together, we produced four 

storyboards (Figure 20) with the photopphs that were constantly referred to throughout 

the charrette. 



The charrette was a successful way to approach the application of the Second Set of 

Categories because t h e  constraints kept the discussion focused on issues, needs, and 

process, rather than on product. The Charrette and the design application generated 

questions about the Second Set of Categories that were discussed through the Small 

Focus Group. These questions were: 

Must the design respond to al1 of the catepries and their charactenstics to be 

considered Integrated Design'? 

Are the Categorirs to be used as a checklist to be followed or as a guide that may be 

departed from? 

Are the characteristics in the Set of Categories Applied to the Design specific rnough, 

dealing solely %lth lntegrated Design'? 

What sets Integrated Design apart from good Urban Design? 

The collaborative process that was used for the design varied benveen a tme 

collaboration, with both participants taking an equal role in discussing the Categories, to 

a cooperative process, with the artist focussed on the concept and my attention devoted to 

developing the urban design and landscape design solutions. The collaboration 

experience was bendicial to this research because it generated the discussion concerning 

design process and relationship in a collaborative approach. The relationship for the 

charrette was balanced during discussion of the Categories and design Conception, but it 

was not equal in the physical product that was produced. The collaborative process for 

the charrette highiighted the difficulties in resolving difierences, relinquishing control 



over domain, making decisions, and controlling egos. Al1 of these issues have the 

potential to interfere with the design and the process may effect the integration of the 

design. 

The cntical evaluation of the design application from the Small Focus Group raised the 

following criticisms from the participants: 

The concept is limited to the south-west corner of the site despite the concept's 

relationship to the cntire West Toronto Junction. "Why doesn't the design reach 

across the entire intersection?" 

The concept only deals with "the surfaces of the site", Failing to " in tepte  with the 

other dimensions of the space". 

The concrpt of community involvernent in the project was a positive concrpt bccausr 

community based projects would "strengthen nrighborhood character", but the 

reduction of the concept to a surface "applique" was alanning to the group. They frlt 

that this is what tends to happen with public space and public art collaborations in 

Toronto. 

Urban design elements, such as the parking lot edge and Street trees add a "plrasant, 

attractive lookt1 to the design, but do not integrate with the concept and physical 

narrative of the project, and following Urban Design guidelines "does not further 

public art or [Open Space] design". 

Projects throughout Toronto are caught up in a "retro" phase, using borrowed forms, 

elements, and narratives. Art is used as an "applique" today because ornamentahon 

was a part of Toronto's p s t .  



The photograph collage as the basis for the concept is not referenced in the design. 

The photos are "very strong and capture the concept of community textures". The 

photos have a strong narrative quality that should be included in the design. 

Integrated work should be "artful", it should " provide an expenential basis.. . engage 

the viewer.. . " The design application may have a concept that is engaging, but that 

"is not evident in the model". 

The design categories seem to be "pragmatic, and the praagmatisrn is seen" in the 

design application. 1s this "because the design catesories were followed rather than 

used as a &guide from which to build?" 

The èvaluation of the design ended with a discussion of how the concrpt and physical 

form could have been handled if the catepries were the depanure point for the design 

rather than a guide. This discussion explored the idea of doing another design, using the 

same concept and process, but using the categories as a reference point. The Focus 

Group participants felt a comparative critique of IWO design approaches may illuminate 

the issues relating to the use of the research's categones in design. The Subsequent 

Design (Figure 22a,b,c,d) was undertaken as a four hour charrette one week after the 

Small Focus Group. The comparison of the two designs is discussed in Appendix ~ 1 1 1 ~ '  

60 The comparison of the initial design and subsequent design is discussed in the Appendices 
because the subsequent design did not impact on the identification and evaiuation of the final set 
of categories. The nibsequent design was undertaken after the fuial set of categones was 
identified as a consideration for hture research in the field of integrated design. 



Figure 20. Photograph Storyboards from the design charrette (Author) 

Figure 2la. Plan view of Subsequent Design (Author) 



Figure 21b. Detail View of the Subsequent Design (Author) 

53 The Small Focus Group 

The small focus group challenged the ten catcgories from the Second Set of categorics 

applied to the design, citing that they were "pra_maticl' in their description of a approach 

to design that had the potential to be "emotive" and "intnguing". The participants felt 

that the categories were too strongly influenced by "good urban design" practices and that 

they should also represent the "artful" characteristics of this alternative design approach. 

The group isolated the important physical design issues, conceptual design issues. and 

design process issues. The participants acknowledged that there were relationships 

between these ùuee categories, but they commented that the repetitive characteristics in 

the Second Set of categories confûsed their understanding of the topic. The result of the 



focus group input was a re-evaluation of the structure of the categories, and an isolation 

of the issues specifically related to integrated design for public open space and public art. 

The small focus group resulted in the restructuring of the ten categories found in the 

Second Set of categories. The Third Set of categories for integrated design was divided 

into three categories: Design Process and Irnplementation, Conception, and Physical 

Amibutes. Retining the information from the literature review and short interviews into 

three categories made for explicit identification of the characteristics, issues and 

processes that related specifically to Integrated Design. The First and Second Sets of 

categories were gouped under definitions and these definitions included issues of 

process and conception along with physical characteristics. The Third Set re-evaluated 

this approach, recognizing it included repetitive characteristics and characteristics not 

specifically relevant to integrated design for public open space and public art. The Third 

Set of categories isolated process, conception, and physical attributes as the defining 

factors for integrated design. and thcn identi fied the characteristics that would etTect 

integrated design under each of these categories (Diagram F). 

The focus group participants also challenged the definition of "integrated" fiom the City 

of Toronto, calling the city's definition and usage a "municipal policy word". The City of 

Toronto defined "integrated" public art as physically and conceptually integrated with the 

site to the degree that it could not exist elsewhere (City of Toronto 1997, pg.56). The 

word was interpreted by the focus group as the fusion of science and art through design to 

create an artful urban space, and the participants believed that integrated design 



transcends its sire to reveal the poetic and original physical and conceptual qualities in the 

design, context, site, and virwer. The focus group and City's interpretations of 

"integrated" are not opposing definitions in rny opinion. The focus group participants' 

interpretation refined the City's definition to include places that are artful, and includes 

the idea that the site possesses conceptual possibilities as well as physical attributes. 

Set 1: Preliminary 
Categories . 

Set 2: Categories Applied to the 
Design 

*Accessible Cirban Form - urban 
*pattern, built f o r a  accessibility. 
*process for participation, didogue 
*Humanize - cognitive device, 
*livable spaces. accessibility. 
*cornfort, confiontational art 

and design 
*Collabotate - collaborative 

processes 
aEnhancddefinition -4) - contemporary 
murban character. civic and comrnunity 
*values and identity. Sense of Place. 
erneaning, environmental hnction, 
*marketing/economics 
*Enhance (definition B I  - add meaning. 
*ornament/embellish, cognitive device 
*Site Soecific - site planning and 
einventory, design tLndarnentals, Sense 
*of Place, focal point, site as a concept 
*Functional - re-interpretation of 
*fundonal objects, activities. 
*accessibility, cornfort, materials 
*and form, avoid controversy 
*.ktistic - decorative, aesthetic, style, 
*concept, unique 
*Narrative - symbolic, imageability. 
einterpretive, point of view, didactic, 
*private jokes in public places, irony 
*Prwervation - qudity ofthe work 
4ife span, maintenance and 
conservation, 
eeducation, ternporary work 

Design u 
i 
Focus 
Group - 
Critical 
Evaiuation 

Set 3: Set of Categories for lntegrated 
Design 

Design Process and Implementation 
Collaboration - Correlative Process, 
Cooperative Process. Collaborative 
Process 
Public and Politicai Process 
Life Span - maintenance, promotion. 
education, quality of the work. passage 
of time 

Conception 
Arttiil - 'lanative, Dialogue, Aesthetics, 
Sense of Place - Imageability, Cognition, 
Meaning 
Accessibility - Conceptual Access 
(Perception, Attitude, and Value) 

Physical Attributes 
Phvsical and Visual Access - Urban 
Design 
Specifics of a Site - Site Specifics. 
Site ConditionCDetermination, 
Perception/Phenomenon Scale 
Functionalism - Use, Re-interpretation 
Embellishment 

Diagram F: Development of the Third Set of Categories 
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The focus group also broadened the discussion of how the three categories concemed 

with integrated design could be used by landscape architecture. The participants based 

their discussion of this question on the definitions fiom the Second Set of categories, the 

description of the design charrette, and the resulting design application. The discussion 

revolved around two potential approaches to the categories in a design application. The 

first approach was the one taken during the charrette, which was the atternpt to satistj. as 

many of the categories as possible For the site. This approach viewrd the categories as a 

checklist, and the satisfaction of the many items on the checklist as the assurance of an 

integrated design. The alternative discussed by the focus group participants viewed the 

categories as a descriptive tool for understanding and approac hing integrated design. The 

Set of Categories for Integrated Design would be the springboard and reference tool from 

which landscape designers and public artists would explore the Design Process and 

Implementation, Conception, and Physical Anributes of a project. The result of this 

discussion was to clearly identify the purpose of the research as a descriptive tool that 

could further practitioners understanding of integrated design for public open spacr and 

public art in Toronto. 



Figure 2lc. Detail of the Subsequent Design (Author) 



Chapter 6: The Set of Categories for Integrated Design 

The literature revirw identified preliminary categories for public open space design and 

public art, and the short interview corroborated the preliminary categorirs through 

discussion with luminaries involved in the open space design and public art in Toronto. 

An extensive Iist of ten categories addressing design processes, physical elements, and 

concepts that bear upon design were drveloped, and the ten categories were applied to a 

design through a charrette. The focus goup critically evaluated these ten categories. 

applying the definition of integated design to cach category and its sub-categories. to 

detemine what is unique for design that integrates public open spacc and public an. The 

analysis of the information grnrrated by these research methods was a third and final Set 

Design Process 
and 

Implementation 

Conception I I Phy sical Attributes 

htegrated Design for Public Open Space and Public Art 

Diagram C: Catqories for Design Approach to integrated Design 
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of Categories for Integrated Design. The Third Set contained three categones 

addressing Design Process and Implementation, Conception, and Physical Attributes for 

Integrated Design. The Set of Categories for Integrated Design are described in this 

chapter, and are intended to be a descriptive tool to aid in the understanding of the 

potential design approaches for integrated design projects. Practitioners can draw upon 

these charactenstics, issues, and processes to inform their unique integated design 

solutions (Diagram G). 

1. Design Process and Implementation for Integrated Design 

This catrgory reviews the processes for design and implernentation that are specific to 

integrated design for public open space and public art as identified through the litenture 

review, short interview, and small focus group for this rcsearc h. The Design Procrss and 

lmplementation category concems collaboration, public and political processes. and 

issues concerninç the life span for an integrated design project (Diagram H). 

Collaboration was identified as the process through which Integrated Design would 

occur61 by this research. Collaboration concems an approach or process to design where 

61 The Short Interview participants indicated 'collaboration' was the process by which integrated 
design would develop. although the specific structure and relationship of the collaborative 
process differed between d l  interviewees. The Focus Group participants discussed coilaboration 
as a process for developing integrated design by citing precedents. The 'coliaborations' discussed 
were not resaicted to collaborations between Landscape Architecture professionals and Artists. 



Design Process 
and 

I m  plernentation 

Collaboration 
Correlative 

Process 
*Cooperative 
Process 
Collaborative 
Process 

Public and Political 
Pr ocess 

Life Span 

Design 
Approac h 

Diagram H: Detail of Design Process and Implementation Category 

Integrated Design for Public Open Space and Public .Art 

participants work jointly in pursuit of a goal". Collaboration is viewed as fundamental to 

Integrated Design Process because through this approac h the parrici pant's individual 

signatures disappear in favor of singular vision for the project, facilitating the anainment 

of a central concept for the project that subsumes its individual elements. 

. 

62 The collaborative team is generally rnulti-disciplinary with Landscape Architects and -4rtist.s. 
and potentiaily architects, urban planners, or engineers. Each discipline has a different 
perspective but together the design shodd reflect characteristics of unique importance to the 
team. 



As outlined in "The History of Collaboration" (Chapter Two), the way in which the 

collaboration process is approached for integrated design may include a range of 

professional working relationships, such as a 'Correlative Process', the 'Cooperative 

Process', or the 'Collaborative Process' (Wagenknecht-Ham 1989). 

The participants in the short interview indicated that, in thrir opinion. al1 of these 

processes might result in an integrated design, but that in their rxperience the process 

most cornrnonly cmployed by muiti-disciplinrd design tearns was the 'Cooperative 

Process'. The participants in the small focus group clrarly indicatrd that the on& process 

that could achieve integrated design would be the 'Collaborative Process'. as defined bu 

Wagenknecht-Harte ( 1989). The observation of the focus group panicipants is based on 

their assertion that the "integation of ideas" ( ideas inciuding the physical and conceptual 

aspects of the project) couid only be achieved by a design team that worked through "a 

clearly derived artistic thesis. cxpressinç (the layers of the project) as a single author'"'. 

Two design precedents in Toronto were cited to support the observation of the focus 

group participants. The first exmple was cited a 'collaborative process' in the true 

definition statrd by Wagenknecht-Harte ( 1989). T7w iL1zrsic Gurrlen ( 1999) was 

undenaken as a collaborative project between a landscape designer and anist (in this case 

a Musician). It is integrated (Figue 9a) through a central concept: fiom the overall scale 

of an urban park down to individual elements that invigorate the concept, such as the 

63 The assumption is made that communication and understanding between rnernbm of the 
collaborative tearn exists. The iiterature review and short interview indicated that the peatest 
hurdles to collaborarion are individual egos. common texms of referace. and understanding of 
each other's professions and histories (Senie 1992). One interview participant indicated that. in 
their opinion, "me  collaborations are an impossible ideal" due to professional diffèrences reiated 
to egos. 



expression of the hand railings (see Figure 9b). The example cited by the focus group 

participants of a design relationship that resulted in a project that lacks integration was 

Polo Club One (1987) (Figure 27). The design process for Polo C M  One ( 1987) 

involved bath correlative and cooperative approaches in the design process under a 

strained working relationship between the artist Robert Bowers, and Wallman Clewes 

Bergman Architects ~ t d ?  The result is a project that lacks physical and conceptual 

cohesivrnrss. visible in the contrasting style and materials for the art and design 

elements. The working relationship may have contributrd to the failure to unite the 

public open space and public an tltments for this project. 

Figure 22. Polo Club One (1987), by Robert Bowers, with Wallman Clewes Bergman 
Architects Ltd. (Author) 

61 The Artia Robert Bowers, expressed the difficulties of this working relationship. Similar 
difficulties in balancing working relationships and design product were discussed by participants 
in this research, and the design charrette that was undertaken experienced the difficulties of 
approaching Integrated Design through coiiaboration. 



In addition to the collaboration between design professionals is the participation of 

public, political, or private interests in integrated design projects. Participation in the 

urban environment concerns acknowledging the uses and needs of any number of groups 

or individuais that share a relationship with a particular project. The specific brnefitsb5 

and ~irnitations~~ to integrated design projects from a public o r  political process are not 

unique from other approaches to design. However, the short interview and tocus goup  

participants indicated that public and political interests are increasingly expectcd as a 

process in design for the urban snvironrnenth7. 

The concems for keeping inkgratrd public open space and public an intact. relevant. and 

frer from decay involve issues of maintenance. promotion, and education. 

The selection of materials for any public project must considrr the objects ability to 

withstand the onslaught of uses both intended and unwanted. Integrated design is 

uniquely susceptible to the Iife span of the materiais, the quality of work and 

hS The benefits to input from various interest groups in the community rnay include informing 
participants in the pracîices of urban design, Imdscape architecture, and public art. Pxtxipants 
rnay forge new bonds through dialogue and increased understanding. Participation of the public 
rnay encourage a sense of pride, proprietorship, and respect for a place. Participation rnay also 
resuit in a variety of view points being shared leadhg to a unique design. 
64 The disadvantages associated with participation from community interest groups rnay include 
power struggles. differences of opinion. deadocked issues. animosity or resentrnent, and 
controversy from special interest groups. 
67 The process for collaboration begins with the body that initiates the project, and the 
oppominities for collaboration mu t  be in place to foster this approach to design. The conditions 
that govem a project mua be receptive or flexible to accomodate a collaborative process. such 
as the method for selecting the members of a collaborative tearn. A motive for interest group 
participation in integrated design projects rnay be economic development benefits that cm be 
derived nom public open space design and public art. Public open space and public art are 
associated with the marketability of a developrnenf the visibility of a civic or commercial 
venture, increased market vdue of real estate, zoning incentives. and provision of community 
arneni ties. 



maintenance for the project because the conceptual meaning for the design is dependent 

on its physical elements? The guidelines for the construction and maintenance of a 

project should be set by the artist and designer to ensure the design intent of the 

integrated project. 

The passage of time has an impact on the work of art and public space, effecting the 

meaning, relevance, and quality of the piece. As styles and tastes change there is a 

possibility that the meaning of a piecc is lost or changed. The works of public art in the 

abstract style or the figurative monument are both laden with ideological or conceptual 

baggage that presume a level of understanding with their audience. The passage of time 

may lead to gradua1 erosion of audience understanding, creating a dilemma when the 

project is integrated physicall y and conceptuallyb9. 

68 Considerations include the long-term health and form of plant material in the design. The 
rernoval and replacement of plant materiai in the life of  the space rnay impact on the syrnmetry 
and intent o f  the project. 
69 This rnay be overcome through education and promotion of the work through documentation, 
signage, idormation sessions, and public involvement Public dissatisfaction and disinterest widi 
projects cm be the r e d t  of a lack o f  understanding o f  the piece and the process and h e  that 
effkcted the development of the project. 



2. Integrated Design Conception 

The Integrated Design Conception category concems the fundamental intent of Integrated 

Design relating to its function and understanding. The design intents for Integrated 

Design for Public Open Spacr and Public Art were identified as a place that is Artful, 

embodies a Sense of Place, and is Accessible to its usrrs (Diagram 1). 

Design Process 
and 

Implrmrntation 

Conception 

Narrative 
Aesthetics 

Sense of Place 
Cognition 

Accessibil ity 

Physical Attributes rn 

Design 
Approac h 

Integrated Design for Public Open Space and Public Art 

Diagram 1: Detail of Conception Category 



Artful was a word used repeatedly by practitioners during the short interview and focus 

group for this research to define characteristics of the tem "integrated". The 

practitioners use of the term " M u l u ,  for open space and public art design, was meant to 

capture the emotive qualities of physically and conceptually integrated desigi. The term 

"Artful" is used in this category to describe the poetic and rneaninpful qualities uniquely 

associated with integrated design7'. 

The poehc qualities rrvealed to the visitor of a space through integated design are 

comrnunicated through the physical elements of the project, oftrn through narrative 

techniques. Narratives concern the representation in art of an event or story and the 

means for the telling of the event or story. The content of a story concerns events, 

characters, and settings. The expression of the story concems the process. instance. and 

repnsentation of the story. A narrative is more comprehensive than a story becausr it 

implies that the expression of the story is a vital element in the understanding of the story 

(Potteiger and Purinton 1998). Narratives associated with urban environrnents, such as 

public open spaces, may involve the site and its layers of history, the sequences of 

elements and spaces, the materials used incorporated into the project, and the processes 

of the h a n  environment which are themselves always changing7'. Interaction and 

70 In my opinion "Artfid" is a troubling term because it has two possible rneanings. The 
defuiition of anful that 1 understand practitioners were implying relates to integrated design that 
is expressive of both art and skill. but 1 also recognize the term is used when one achieves an end 
through indirect means and insinuation (Webster's 1990). which is not the goal of integrated 
design. 
7' Participants during the short interview indicated bat integrated design for the public reaim 
should be cautious of narratives that incorporate "lrony". "Private Jokes in Public Places". and 
work that is "Didactic". The participants viewed these narrative approaches as "lacking the 
cornplexity" that brings meaning to the urban environment and for potentially inhibiting the 
public's access to the work. The interview participants were in favour of narratives that offered a 
"point of view". Although ironic work is believed to Iose its appeal or relevance to the public in 



individual experiences with urban spaces add layers to the story of a place. and those 

stories evoke a persona1 narrative for a place. Narratives in the urban environment rnay 

possess temporal and spatial relationships with a place. Temporal narrative concerns the 

chronological events of a place. Spatial narrative concems the organization of space. 

Narratives in the urban environment develop through the use of both temporal and spatial 

techniques, For exarnple scale and linear sequence of spaces can define the scope and 

sequence of the events that occurred in a place. There are a number of narrative types for 

the urban environment, including 'narrative experiences"', 'associative land~ca~es'~',  

'memory lands~a~es'~' ' ,  'narrative settings"', 'process ~andsca~es"~, 'interpretive 

the interview participants' view. a Toronto example demonstrates othcrwise. The .-I trrhencge 
(1990) by btichael Snow at the Shydome is an ironic depiction of the crowd hat attends sporting 
events, yet the work is embraced by the public that it mocks (Figure 23). This could relate to the 
point of view that the piece and its audience have deveioped independendy fiom the artist. 
'' 'Narrative Experiences 'are events that follow a narrarive structure by o~anizing the temporal 
narrative into a sequence through space. 'Narrative Experiences' may include a processional route 
where the movement through space is ordered by the significance of the events that took place 
dong the route. Exarnples in Toronto inchde University Avenue (Figure 1 ), and The Spadina 
LRT route art project involving several artists at sites dong the Avenue (Figure 24) (Potteiger 
and Purinton 1998). 
'' 'Associative Landscapes' concem specific elements in the urban environment that are connected 
to specific events and corne to represent the event (ibid.). .4n cxample of an 'associative 
landscape' is the Plains of Abraham in Quebec City. This place represents the histoncd location 
of a battie between England and France for the control of the New World and it continues to 
represent Quebec Nationdism. 
" 'Memory Landscapes' are places thai serve as a tangible locus Cor mernory on a collective and 
individual basis. One exarnple of this type of narrative is Pine Cones ( 1997). by Sara Nind 
(Figure 25a,b) (ibid.). 
" A 'narrative settùig' concms the circurnstance of temporal and spatial narrative. such as a 
mountaintop, forest c l e a ~ g ,  or crossroads. Setrings may becorne associated with societal ideals 
and be used as narrative devices in the urban landscape to repeat that ideal (ibid.). An example of 
this is the urban pastoral park such as High Park, which represents an ideal version of nature in 
the urban environment. This narrative technique rnay also be abstracted through an object as with 
Untitled Mountuin (1995), by Anish Kapoor (Figure 26). 
76 'Process Landscapes' as a narrative type represent a phenornenon marked by p d d  changes 
that lead toward a particdar result (ibid.). In the urban environment an exarnple of this rnay be 
the design of a dernonst~ative such as an environmentally motivated artwork. Noel Harding's 
Elevated Wetlands (1998) are sculptural machines made in collaboration with the Canadian 
Plastics hdustry Association (Figure 27ab). The project highlights the reusable resource of 
plastic. in this case, as a resource for the huge planten dong the Don Vailey Parkway, and as  a 



~andsca~es"~, and 'storytell ing landscapes"~ ~ o t t e i ~ e r  and Purinton 1 998). Any of these 

narrative types may be achieved in integrated design, and as narrative technique aids the 

development of a meaningful experience, a dialogue79 is established between the 

individual and the physical and conceptual qualities of the design. 

Aesthetics also effect a meaningful link between a place and its users. Aesthetics 

concems the perception of beauty and the response that the knowledge gained from the 

perception of the beautiful generates in the viewe?'. The notion of beauty is deeply 

gowing medium for plant material inside the planters. Solar panels power a pumping station for 
the piece which siphons polluted water from the Don River and nuis it through the clevated 
weiland ecosystem where it grows the plants and the system in tum cleanses the water before 
depositing it back into the river. Harding's goai is to gaivanize a relationship benveen indusny 
and the arts. and to advance the creative potential of "art for use" materials and work (Dault 
19%). 
77 cumpsiie fiunding ( 1995). by Brad Golden and Lynne Eichenberg is an example of 
'interprehve narrative' in Toronto (Figure 28). The work combines structures. instruments. 
objects. and text related to the founding and sweying of Toronto by Lord Simcoe. 
78 'Storytelling Landscapes' are places designed to tell a specific story through the explicit use of 
reference. either characters. event. plots or scenes (Potteipr and Purinton 1998). ;Zn example of 
a storytelling landscape is The h h i c  Garden (1 999). by Julie Moir blessewy. with YO-YO Ma 
and Thomas Tollesfson (Fisure 9ab.c). The park is inspired by six dance movements fiom the 
first suite of J.S. Bach's Sir Suires jor Unaccon~panied ('rllo. BbW 1007. The park is divided into 
six different rooms, representing each of the dance movements, and the viewer moves through the 
athway system following the movements of the suite (Goddard 1999). ' There are three types of dialogue that integrated design may address through intepated design 

based on the relationship between the urban fom and the public: responsive, democratic. and 
meaningfid ( C m  el al. 1992). Responsive spaces are those that are designed and managed to 
serve the needs of their users as the primary design objective. Responsive spaces may 
accommodate a range of urban activities. from leisure and entertainment to protest, for the 
individual or gathered group. High Park in Toronto is a public space that is responsive to the 
needs of its users. Democratic spaces are designed to respond to public use and can 
accommodate change in order to achieve this. Democratic spaces are designed with previous 
understanding of the range of activities that the space m u t  accommodate. In Toronto. Dundm 
Square is an example of a space that is being designed to funcaon as an urban parkette for most 
of the year. but with the ability to accommodate large gatherings and performance stages on 
occasion. Meaningful spaces relate to the physical and social context through design. A public 
place becomes rneaningful to a community when it provides for an overlap of individual and 
shared eqet-iences (ibid.). 
80 Aesthetics is a broad topic that could not be nifnciently discussed within the parameters of this 
research. Aesthetics is included in this Category because it was rnentioned by al1 participants in 



imbedded in the conception of aesthetics, whether it is questioning why an object is 

beautiful, what constitutes beauty, or as an expression of one's taste. Integrated design 

for public open space and public art must consider, and understand, the concems of the 

aesthetics of artistic and built form and the aesthetic of the natural environment. The 

participants in this researc h descnbed the aesthetics of integrated and " Artful" places 

using words such as "intriguing", "emotional", "beautiful". "poetic" and "meaningful". 

integrated design for public open space and public art can obtain these conceptions of an 

anful place through aesthetics, narrative technique, and dialogue behveen the place. its 

user, and the design. 

The phrase "Seose of Place" is widely used in design for the urban environment to 

characterize a basic goal of designing for the public realm. The root meaning of sense of 

place concems the spiritual presence and sense of energy that is particular to a place 

(Fleming and von Tschamer 198 1). Kevin Lynch (, 1982) defines sense of place as a well 

organized environment that is 'poetic' and 'symbolic'. speaks to both the individual and 

wider society, reflects histonc traditions and future aspirations, and captures the 

complexities of the cultural and natural environment (Lynch 1982). Capturing these 

characteristics through integrated design gives form to a place, aids in making it a 

memorable place, and enhances its value and identity in the urban environment. 

A characteristic of integrated public open space and public art is that the project is unique 

to the point that neither the site or art could exist independently of each other. This 

this research. integrated Design Aesthetics is a topic that requires additional research as more 
lntegrated Design projects are undertaken and completed. 



indicates that the integrated design response addresses specific physical and conceptually 

context issues that will make it identifiable to its users. Kevin Lynch ( 1987) defines the 

aîtributes of the physical qualities of the environment that are related to its mental image 

and structure as attributes of the places "imageability". Integrated design would include 

the conceptual qualities of the project to this definition of what enrich the user's 

identification with a places'. The term for the identification of hurnans and their 

environment is Cognition, which involves both awareness and j udgement of the physical 

and emotional environment of the city. Physical cogition concems being able to locate 

oneself in context to the geographical environment". Emotional cognition concems 

understanding and expression of the relationship betwveen place, awareness of place, and 

the response place tnggers in the rnind*'. Cognition conmbutes to the value and identity 

of the user of a place, but cognition also effects the value and identity of the design 

project. A project in the urban environment cornpetes with a huge amount of contextual 

distractions, so if the project is memorable, it is aanbuted with a measure of value 

because it stands out from its context. If the memorable chancteristics of the project are 

for its physical and emotive attributes, then the project has a unique identity within its 

context. 

Cornplex articulation of the imageable structure is in general a propexty of many peat works of 
art. which due to the complexity may be subject to a variety of interpretations. The conîribution 
of the individual interpretations of the place that he adds to the richness of the imageable place 
(Norberg-Schuiz 197 1). 
82 In Toronto the CN Tower is the rnost prominent feature on the skyline and a person's location 
relative to the tower can indicate the direction and distance to the downtown core. 

The participants in the short i n t e ~ e w s  and md focus group illustrated their emotiond and 
physical cognition of open spaces and public art throughout Toronto by citing examples. placing 
those examples in a geographical context, and expressing the motions their experience with the 
exampIe eIicited- 



The phrase "Sense of Place" captures the essence of integnted design for public open 

space and public art. These projects bt-ing together physical and conceptual. art and 

science, in order to create places that are cognitive because they heighten the urban 

rxperience. 

Integrated design for public open space and public art that is Accessible concems the 

charactenstics that de fi ne understandable and appreciable urban fom. There are t hrec 

aspects of access to consider in integrated design that were identified through this 

research": Physical Access. Visual .4ccess, and Conceptual Access. Physical and 

Visual Access are discussed in the section "Physical Anributes in Integrated Design". but 

an integrated design approach must be aware of the issues concerning accessibility 

because the three areas are interdependent and can effect the relationship of the pub1 ic 

and desiged place.. 

Conceptual Access is of concem to design that integrates because it considers how 

design for the urban environment and public realm is understood, allowing the users of a 

place to rnake a connection with the place, its context, and other users of the place. Yi-Fu 

Tuan ( 1974) discusses the individual's understanding of self and environment as 

functions of perception, attitude, and value. Perception is awareness of the environment 

through sensation and cognition. Humans perceive as a biological fmction of survivai 

and as a response to cultural stimulus (Tuan 1974). Perception of the concept for an 

" Accessibility and issues related to access were stressed in al1 three of the research methods used 
during this thesis. Al1 of the participants during the short i n t e ~ e w  discussed the three aspects of 
access as important to any type of design for the public realm. The participants of the focus 



Integrated design involves connecting the individual wîth the project in two ways. The 

concept for the project should cmploy elements that are understandable for the viewer to 

facilitate iheir awareness. yet the concept should b<: unique in order to stimulate the 

viewer's awareness that this place stands apan from other places in their experience. 

Attitude is a position taken with respect to stimulus and it is generally formed as a result 

of the consideration of perceptions ( ibid. ). If the concept for an in tepted  design 

stimulates the viewer's perception. because it is understandable and it is unique. the 

project wi11 more liktly be viewrd with a positive position. Value is the estimating or 

assigning the relative uséfulness of a perception (ibid. ). Design for the urban 

environment is rvoluing towards integrated design because the City of Toronto. and 

others. recognizrs that this approach cm be valuable to the City. The participants in this 

rcsearch attributs the value of intrgatrd design to the approaches potential to creatr: 

".i\nful" spacrs. The anributes of perception. attitude. and value are cornmon to al1 

humans and they are applied in the quest for understandin2 of the urban environment. 

integrated design that ernploys conceptualism. such as artistic conceptualism. narntive 

conceptualism, or site conceptualism, must possess an awareness of the user's 

perceptions. values, and attitudes". These three funaions are necessary considerations 

when the designer and artist are reviewing the conceptual accessibility of an integated 

design project. 

group prharily discussed conceptual access. noting that "good urban design assumes (physical 
and Msual access) " . 
85 Considerations should be given to culturai and social contera of the work. The style in which a 
work is expresseû or an issue that the work addresses may not be accessible to the publics that 
constitute the users of the space. 



Figure 23. The Audience (1 Michael Snow. (Author) 



Figure 2% Spadina LRT (1997). Various Artists. Detail of PZaces in a Book. by Stephen 
Cruise. ( A  ufh or) 

Figure 2%. Pine Cones (19!37), by Sara Nind, with the City of Toronto. (Aithor) 



Figure 25b. Detail o f  Pine Cones (Author) 

Figure 26. Untitled Mountah (1995), by Anish Kapoor. (Author) 
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Figure 27a. The EIevated Wmlands (I998), by Noel Harding, with The Canadian Plastics 
Industry. (Authar) 

Figure 27b. Detail of The Elewated Wétlands. (Authur) 

Il6 



Figure 28. Campsite Fuunding (1995), by Brad Golden and Lynne Eichenberg, 
Environmental Artworks. (Author) 



Pbysical Attributes in Integrated Design 

The category concerning the Physical Attributes in Integrated Design discussrs the 

physical characteristics of the site-design and elements within the design that etTect and 

are effected by the Conceptual amibutes of the desiçn (Diagram J). lnteprated Design for 

Public Open Spacr and Public Art concerns Physical and Visual Access, the Specifics of 

a Site, and the Functionalisrn of the design for the users of public places. 

Design Process 
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Conception n 
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A pproac h 
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Physical and Visual Access 

Specifics of a Site 
*Site Specific 
*Site Conditioned/Determined 
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Integrated Design for Public Open Space and Public Art 

Diagram J: Detaii of Physical Attributes Category 



Physical Access concems the availability of  the place to its to the users and is informed 

by precedent and theory from many professions involved in design for the urban 

environment. The c haracteristics of Physica l Access included in this researc h were ease 

of movements6, reinforcing existing urban harmony of composition in urban 

fonnYx, and the provisions for comfort? 

Visual access concems the ability of a person to hishrr thcir sunoundings. This is 

important when accessing the safety of the spaceN, for cognition, and for appreciation 

and enjoyrnent of the sunounding environment. Passive cngaçement of a site, such as 

Yb The use of appropriae materid and forms in the urban environment concems the suitability and 
cornpatibility of the design and art ro respond to the needs. uses. and desires of the public place. 
97 The existing patterns rnay include movement comdon (roads. walkways). si@ lines. r'tisting 
open spoces, and traffic flow (pedestrian and vehicular). 
SS Design that hmonizes strives beyond acknowledgement of the surrounding urban form to 
cany the rhythm of the existing context because it is concerned with urban composition of fom. 
Y9 Cornfon is a basic human need that can be provided in many ways in the public realm. 
Comfon is the result of some or al1 of the following conditions: the provision of food and d r i k  
shelter fiom the elements (sun is particularly important), activity, and a place to rest. Access to 
seahng the amount of seating, the comfon of the searing and a vantage point to provide the 
reduction of thrcats and perceived threats to sabty. are important considerations in providing 
comfort in a public place. The rights of use and action, of behaving keely in a place or using its 
facilities to carry out the activity the user desires is called the fieedorn of action ( C m  ei al. 1992). 
In the urban environment, public design for the Beedom of action begins with the knowledge that 
the space is shared, but because there is not a heterogeneous user for most urban open spaces, it 
may be difficult to achieve absolute fieedom of actions9. A degree of spatial control is necessary 
for some users to obtain their goal in using public spaces. whether the goal is rest and relaxation 
or movement. The control by one group over a public space rnay irnpede on the ability and 
fkeedoms of other users. but public space clairns are generally ternporary by their name. so 
accessibility would be reestablished with t h e  (Cm es al. 1942). 
90 Oscar Newman's proposition of "Defensible Space" in the 1970's was a response to the 
condition of the Arnerican inner city that he felt was being transfonned by pafKti. vandalism. 
and acts of violence. Newman proposed that the design of public space could help to control the 
activities that took place in these environments and that design could protect the citizens of the 
urban environment against the activities that were perceived as undesirable. The result was a 
shift in design for public spaces, with a movement away fiom closed environments to provide 
better visibility through sight lines and Ligh~g. 



people watching9' and event viewing2, is a comrnon and pleasurable activity for usen 

in a public space. The opportunity to observe is directly related to the Visual Access of 

the public space, and rnay contribute to opportunities for socialization in the urban 

environment. Visual Access in the urban environment may stimulate a higher level of 

interaction in a space, and if the integrated design project is visually accessible, this may 

stimulate the viewef s perception of the concept. 

Physical and Visual Access are not unique to intrgrated design, they are charactenstic of 

al1 good urban design, however, since integrated design bnngs the conceptual and 

physical characteristics of public open space and public art, practitioners must considrr 

the physical and visual accessibility of the project. Physical and Visual Access is an 

important category that supports a project's conception. 

The relationship captured in design practices between site and an have been dcfined 

under five spatial categories by Kay Wagenknecht-Hartr ( 1989), as outlined in the 

"Definition" section of Chapter Two. Wagenknecht-Harte's definitions capture the range 

of possibilities for approaching the Specifics of a Site for public open space and public 

art. Of those definitions, 'site-specific'", 'Site ~onditionedi~eterrnined'~~ and 

- 

91 William Whyte (1980) found that people watching is one of the most frequentIy reported 
activities of users of public spaces (Whyte 1980). 
92 William Whyte (1980) also found that very Linle interaction occurs between strangers in public 
spaces unless a feature of the place provides a link between people and prompts mangers to talk 
to each other (ibid.). 
'' 'Site-specific' artwork is a combination of a fonn the artist creates and the environment in 
which that fonn is placed The work of art is contingent not only on the artist's ideas but dso on 
the physical, cdtural, and historical characteristics of a specific site. The piece can only exist at 
one particular site (Wagenknecht-Harte 1989). 



'~erce~tua~/Phenomrnal'" were believed to be the approaches that capture the essence of 

Integrated Design. The specitïcs of a site for integrated design concems the combination 

of the existing physical, cultural, and histoncd characteristics of the site with the 

physical and conceptual ideas of the artist and designer. The definitions from 

Wagenknecht-Hartr may be singular approaches to spatial integration, or the integrated 

design may incorporate aspects of several approaches, but the site remains the premise 

for both the an and open space relationship. 

The approach to the site differs amongst individuals involved in landscape architecture 

and public art practice'? Landscape architecture practice primarily supports a pragmatic 

design approach to the site'", beginning with the inventory and sitr planning of the 

existing characteristics of the site and their role in considerations for the drvelopment of 

design so~utions'~. The purpose of the site planning and inventory are providing 

categorized and descriptive records of the opponunities and consaaints of the site's 

existing condition. These activities share common goals to analyze the sitr, evaluate the 

potential opportunities and constraints, develop design and piicy solutions, and 

Y4 'Site Conditioned/Detenninedl public art draws dl of its reasons for being from its 
surroundings. The design process begins with an intimate reading of the site and follows with a 
distillation of the ideas tiom the site, followed by a sculptural response to the site (ibid.). 
95 'PerceptuaVPhenomend' public art is based on enhancing people's power to see. perceive and 
experience their surroundings. and this is usually a collaborative effort of many professionals and 
brings together aspects of the previous categories (ibid.). 
96 This observation is based on die review of literature specific to public an and the approaches 
discussed by participants in the short interviews. 
97 This observation is based on a review of literahrre specific to landscape architecture and 
landscape architecture design, however I recognize that there are practicing Iandscape architects 
that contradict thrs observation. 
98 Site Planning and inventory are common to many of the practices that deal with desig and the 
environment. and these activities take forms as varied as the potentid sites: Environmental 
Inventory, Landscape Assessrnent and Land-Use Planning are some of the titIes for these 
activities. 



implernent the most appropriate solution (Laurie 1975). The focus group participants 

raised the question "Does site matter?" during the discussion of the relationship between 

integrated design's conceptual idea and physical elernents. The argument was made that 

with the technology and will ro manipulate a site. it is possible to create an rxperiencr for 

the viewer despite the conditions of the original site. The discussion cited l'he ilfzrstc 

Gurden ( 1999) as an example of this approach to a site. and this example can be placed 

under the 'PercrptuaWhenomenal' definition of Wagrnknecht-Harte ( 1989) becausr it 

was designcd before the site that it now occupies was identified ". The discussion of this 

issue implied that the urban environment in Toronto 1s so manipulatcd, that the existing 

physical, cultural, and historical characteristics of a place may not be valued by the public 

to the enent that some professionals espouse. This suggests that integrated design should 

pursue site conceptualization over sire-related design and art that referencrs the existing 

or historical conditions of the site. 

Participants in the shon interviews and small focus group considered scale to be a vital 

physical anribule in the relationship of a site and its context. Scale, a fundamental visual 

property of fordoO, was idrntified as the characteristic that "humanized the urban 

- -- 

99 The hfusrc Gardrn (1999) is an exarnpIe of a Site that is independent of the history of the 
context that it occupies (Figure 9ab,c). The design was oripinally proposed for Boston then 
shopped around by its design team before being accommodated on Toronto's Harbourfront on the 
site of a roadway. which had been built on an area cIaimed from the lake as landfill. However. 
the predominant approach at this moment to public art, landscape design and architecture in 
Toronto involves retrospection. This is evident in the following projects: Spadina L m  (Figure 
8), Curnberiund Park (Figure 6ab.c). Spadina LRT (Figure 24). C'anlpsite Foundjng (Figure 28).  
Courthouse Square (Figure 12), The Spadina Parkette (Figure 13ab,c) Pine Cones (Figure 
25ab), Minto YorkvilIe (Figure IO), and many projects not photographed for this research. The 
reasons for the proliferation of retrospective design in Toronto are numerous, and could be the 
bais for furtber study. 
lem V i d  properties include: Shape, Size. Colour, Texture, Position, and Orientation. (Ching 
1979). 



environment. The participants indicated that the manipulation of the scale of built forms 

and their proportional relationship with the human body would effect integrated designs 

ability to cornmunicate conceptual ideas through the physical forms. 

Physical foms that are specifically adapted to use or developed from the point of view of 

use. are defined as Funetional. Integrated design for public open space and public an 

assumes a degree of Functionalism as a motivation for design. The social and physical 

use of the object can be considrred in equal relationship with the creative character of the 

work in functional design. Functionalism. as a design philosophy, holds the idea that an 

and design should re-interpret items that are cornmon to Our urban experience to includç 

them in the conceptual contrxt of the project. The purpose of re-interpretation is to bnng 

additional layers of meaning to both the object and the conceptual framework of the 

project'"'. An example of this iç found at The Spc1dtr1~1 Purkene ( 1997) by artists Susan 

Schelle and Mark Gomes and landscape architects Ferris - Quinn Associates. The terrns 

of reference for the project required that benches and game tables be included in the 

redrsign of the site to accommodate existing user patterns. The final design solution 

incorporates the seating and game tables directly into the landscape roc kery (Figure 1 3c), 

re-interpreting several functional items into a single object. Participants in the short 

interview expressed concem that integrated design would re-interpret functional items as 

a means of embellishing the site, rather than as a means of furthering the conceptual goals 

101 Design and artistic re-interpretation o f  items for functional use may provide unique solutions 
for the integrahon of public open space and public art while dso avoiding public controversy for 
the project. Objects that are functional amvorks can accomplish the concephial ideas of the artist 
and designer, fulfill the functional needs of the site, and be foms more recognizable to the public. 
This combination of characteristics may avoid controversy kom the initiation of the project or 
may be highlighted as attributes of the project to diminish controversy. 



of the project. Embellishment, decoration, or ornamentation in the urban environment is 

an aesthetic pursuit, which may or may not involve conceptual techniques, such as 

narrative, adding accessories to built fonn to address the aesthetic appeal and social 

standing of a place or object. Embellishment relates to the physical elements of the site, 

such as paving pattern and planting design, but it is viewed by the participants in this 

research as an "applique" that does not satisfy the physical and conceptual goals of 

integrated design lu'. 

'O2 .An example of am'stic decoration is the pavement pattern of the promenade in fiont of the 
National Trade Centre in Toronto, by &a Jerry Clapsaddle. The piece is cailed Showline 
(1996), and its pattern is meant to represent the flow of rrade taking place inside the building, and 
the historic shoreline of Lake Ontario. However. the concept for the piece is not perceptible to 
the viewer due to the choice of material. scaie of the project, and lack of reinforcernent fiom the 
surroundhg context. 



Chapter 7: Conclusion 

This research was undertaken to develop a greater understanding of integrated design for 

public open space and public art in Toronto as a result of the city's public art program's 

sanctionhg of integrated landscape design as a form of public art. The research problem 

staternent was: 

"a Set of Categories for Integrated Design can be identified for Public 
Open Space and Public Art in Toronto to develop landscape architect's 
understanding of this design approach; and that design professionais and 
artists can contribute to the identification of the categories through their 
understanding and evaluation of integrated design." 

The Set of Categories for Integrated Design developed through this research provides 

landscape architect's with a greater understanding for Public Open Space and Public Art 

in Toronto through the following three Categories: Design Process and 

Im plementation, Conception, and Physical Attributes. The characteristics, processes, 

and issues covered in these three categories provide landscape architect's with a 

descriptive tool for integrated design that can guide the design approach for these types of 

proj ects. 

The research sought to explore the following questions conceming The Set of Categories 

for Integrated Design, as stated in the "Introduction". 

1. What Research Method(s) will identify the Set of Categories for integrated 

Design? 

2. What background information and design precedents will inform the 

identification of the Set of Categoties? 



3. How do luminaries practicing in the fields of Public Open Space Design and 

Public Art interpret Integrated Design, its potential role. and the 

characteristics that set it apart from other design approaches? 

4. How can a Set of Categories for Integrated Design be evaluated? 

5 .  Can a design application of the Set of Categories infortn the research? 

The triangulation of the literature review, short interview, and srnaIl focus goup was the 

methodology used for this research (Question 1 ). This method provided benefits and 

posed limitations as an approach to the topic. The research benetited from the input and 

cntical evaluation of the short interview and small focus goup participants. The input 

from luminaries involved in the fields of public open space and public art provided focus 

for integrated design, challenged the City's definition of this approach. and interpreted the 

conceptual and physical chancteristics of this approach. Triangulation also provided the 

opportunity to constantly revisit the information in the catepries and refine and focus the 

research io specifically address integrated design, resulting in the final set of categories. 

The problems posed by this methodology began with the lack of focus on integrated 

Design during the literature review, and the effect that this had on the short interviews. 

This limitation was carried forward to the Second Set of categories and affected the 

design produced during the charrette. This problem was overcome through the focus 

group, indicating that the triangulation was a beneficial methodological approach to 

developing specific categories fiom a large amount of base information. 



The literature review identified nine preliminary categories based upon the theory and 

precedents of public open space design and public art in North America for the past 

century (Question 2). The physical characteristics, design conceptions, and design 

processes fiom the review of literature were developed irito the First Set of preliminary 

categories. The information from practitionen in the field of public open space design 

and public art was obtained through the short interview and focus goup. This 

information corrobontrd, interpreted. and challengrd the information in the First and 

Second Set categones, resulting in the drvelopment of the final Categorics for tntegrated 

Drsiw. 

The participants of the shon interviews and the small focus group offered different 

interpretations for words cited by the City of Toronto (Question 3) .  The luminanes 

involved in this research interpreted "enhance" and "integrated" differently frorn the 

municipal definitions of the City. The word "enhance" is used by the City of Toronto to 

mean that art and design add or contnbute to publicly accessible space (City of Toronto 

1997). The participants in the shon interviews defined "enhance" as decorative or 

ornamental embellishrnent of built form, as opposed to the contribution that art and 

design could make to public places through physical and conceptual integration. 1 do not 

agree with the practitioner's interpretation of 'enhance', if it is being applied to integrated 

design. 1 believe the short interview participantst interpretation was due to the failure 

specifically address integrated design, and how this approach could 'enhance' the urban 

environment. The practitioner's interpretation of 'enhance' is evident as an approach to 

current projects in Toronto, and in my opinion the work that uses public art as a 



embellishment is not stimulating over repeated viewing because public art that 

embellishes can be viewed independently fiom its site. Integrated design offers the 

opportunity to move public art beyond an embellishing element for public open space. 

The focus group participants interpreted 'integrated' as the fusion of science and art 

through design to create an artful urban space. and that integrated design transcends its 

site to reveal what is portic and unique in the design, context, site, and viewer. The City 

of Toronto defined 'integrated' public art as physically and conceptually integrated with 

the site to the degree that it could not exist elsewhrre (ibid., pg.56). The focus group 

participants refined the City of Toronto definition to capture the emotive and site related 

potential of integrated design. In my opinion this interpretation of 'integrated' captures 

the potential and intent of integrated design. however. 1 am not comfortablr with the 

word 'artful' because its meaning has the potential to be misleading. 1 would statr 

simply that integrated design is the fusion of the physical and conceptual characteristics 

of public open space and public art. 

This thesis involved a design application as a way of gaining a greater understanding for 

the categories by applying them to a site. The design application in this thesis brought an 

opportunity for critical evaluation from practitioners as well as fiom me, as the 

researcher. As a researcher, the opportmity to apply and evaluate the categories through 

a design contributed to the andysis of the categories for integrated design of public open 

space and public art. The design application for a site in the West Toronto Jmction was 

undertaken as a one-day charrette, involving collaboration between a local artist and 

myself, as a way to evaiuate the Second Set of categories (Question 4). The Second Set 



of categories was applied to the design as a checklist throughout the design approach 

(Question 5). This caused concems in the following areas: categories that were not 

applicable to the site, the prescriptive nature of some categories could effect the design 

concept, and categories that were not conducive to an integrated design solution. The 

Second Set of categories and the design were critically evaluated by a small focus group. 

The critical evaluation identified the core conceptual, physical, and procedural issues for 

integrated design from the Second Set of categories and the discussion challenged the 

way in which the design application used the set of categories as a checklist. The 

participants believed that the categories were more effective as a descriptive tool, and that 

the information in the Set of Categories for Integrated Design would be a resource from 

which designers and artists could develop their approach. 1 agree with this conclusion. 

The final Set of Categories for Integrated Design is not a prescnptive tool for public open 

space and public art integration. In my opinion, a prescriptive approach may result in 

good urban design, but do not assure a design that is intriguing and emotive. The 

categories should be used to understand, inform, and inspire the approach to integrated 

design for public open space and public 

In my opinion, the Toronto public art program must open itself to a variety of approaches 

to design for the urban environment. Public art in the City is currently dominated by a 

'retro' approach filtering the art and conception through layers of history, using art as a 

narrative element to embellish the history and site. Although 1 see narrative as a 

powerfid tool for communication in the urban environment, 1 feel that the narrative 

technique should be integrating, rather than ernbellishing. Current examples of work in 



Toronto that 1 believe can inspire integrated design are The iLlusic Gurden ( 1999) (Figure 

9a,b,,c), The Galleria (1992) (Figure 16) and The Hrvated Weriunds (1998) (Figure 

17a,b). Each of these projects work the physical elements and conceptual idea together 

through a variety in scale, narrative technique. site relationship, and functional re- 

interpretation. Each of these projects is accessible and they are intnguing every timè I 

visit them. The Opera Pluce (Figure 14). when complete. is to be the first 'integrated' 

public art and landscape design in the City of Toronto (MacKinnon 1999). It remains to 

be seen if the actual project will br  integrated (1 do not see this in the plan drawings) and 

what impact this project will have on Toronto's public open space and public art. The 

Operu Pluce project does set a precedent for public artists in Toronto, providing them the 

opportunity to design public parks. Landscape architects must undentand integrated 

desip. and get involved with this approach. to establish the profession's place in 

Toronto's public art program. 

1 do not feel that integrated design should be the dominant approach to public open space 

or public art in Toronto. Integrated design should be regarded as a single option arnong 

currently practiced approaches to the City's public open space and public art. The City of 

Toronto needs to reconsider its Percent for Art Program, which promotes the clustering of 

public art projects in the econornically dominant areas of the city. This program also 

supports the object-oriented approach to public art. The City must promote a balance 

between public art and public space development across the city. Integrated design is a 

tool that c m  achieve this balance. Collaboration requires the participants to understand a 

common design language, and through this thesis and M e r  research the dialogue will 



develop. Collaboration should begin in the schools, bringing landscape architecture and 

fine art students together for projects. The three categories for integrated design of public 

open space and public art identify the tools that c m  bring balance to the city. 

collaboration, discussed in the Design Process and [mplementation catcgory, has the 

potential to bring a variety of practitioners together to develop unique design solutions. 

Integrated design as an approach to Toronto's public open space and public an is the 

logcal development of the hvo fields, and through collaboration a new physical and 

conceptual environment will develop in the city. 

The second and third categories identified the conceptual tools for an integrated design 

approach to public open space and public art, and how these may become physical 

attributes through design. As integrated design projects are completed. there is an 

opportunity to develop further research conceming the aesthetics of these places. 

Narrative is a powefil tool in the urban environment, and integrated design has the 

potential to develop the narrative qualities and techniques of public open spaces through 

an 'artful' approach. Narrative must run deepr than the surface embellishment in paving 

patterns and didactic sculptural elements. Narrative can also be about creating a place 

that embraces the viewer and is pliable through hisher cognition. Inteyated design has 

the potential to weave the conceptual elements and physical attributes of the open space 

and art into a site that transcends contextual and historical reference. 



The goal of this research was met by creating and testing a Set of Categories for 

Integrated Design. This research provides landscape architect's practicing in Toronto 

with a greater understanding of this approach to design. The set of categones cm 

contribute to professionals who wish to increase their involvement in the city's public art 

program. As the expectation for an integrated design approach to public open space and 

public art continues to grow in the City of Toronto, the opportunity to create 

environments that fuse landscape and art must be met by landscape architects and public 

artists. 
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Appendix 1. First Set: Prelirninary Categories 

/ Category Title / Characteristics and practices defining the 1 
I t 

I l 

Defme open spaces and edges 
.Merge Built Form 1 
Culturatly responsive I 

Accessible - to public uses and needs 1 
I 

f articipatory - involve public in the I 

l projects. involves artist in urban planning 1 
projects. educates public and artist about 

I urban design and public art projects and I 

process 
Dialogue - accommodates the expression 1 
of individual and shared dialogue 1 

/ Harmonize - a congruent arrangement used to 

Humanize - to adapt to hurnan nature or use: to ' Establishlreinforce a Sense of Phce for 
; make livable through design of open space and 1 vecific place and ci- in general l l 

art 1 Improve quaiity of life for citizens 
l 

Accessible visually. physically and I I 

conceptually to the public 
1 

I l , Cornfortable --through amenity and 1 
sensitive design 

I 

1 , 
I 

Reinforce exining urban pattern%- I 

Collaborate - to work jointly with others as an 
approach to an intellectual endeavor to public 
space and public art design. 

organize urban form, such as design of open corridors, sight lines. open spacrs. trafic / spaces; their interior and adjacent uses, and art 1 flow (@eshan md auto) 1 

A correlative process refers primarily to t 

site-dominant or site-adjusted sculpture. an i 
l object that is designed by an artist and sited I 

by a landscape architect or architect. Each 1 
designer takes his or her traditional role 
( Wagenknecht-Hwte 1 989). i 
The eooperative process-is when the artist 1 
brings the conceptuai idea for a piece to a 1 
project. and the landscape architect 1 

develops the design of the space and 1 
technical solutions to incorporate the , 

artwork (Ibid.). t 
n e  collaborative process resula when 
designers of different backgrounds and 
newpoints collectively develop a unique 
design solution (Ibid.). 





'iarrative - refers to both the representation in a 

art of an cvent (storv), and the means of telling 1 
of the event (story) 

l 

I 

1 Artistic -relating to the characteristics of art 
1 

Symbotic - using, exhibiting, or employhg ' 

a symbol to convey meaning directly. or 1 
through association (metaphor) - elements 

Decorative - purely om;unental - 

in the landscape that become connected 
with experience, event. history. religious 
allegory. such as: monuments. rnemorials. 
historical references 
lmageability - the association of memory 

pavement, pattern. planting design, 
( architectural clernen ts i 

1 

l 
Aesthetics - appreciative of. and t 
responsive to, the beautifid, theory or 
conception of beauty 

! 
I 
1 Related to a specific artistic style 1 

r t 

with a place - sense of place. places that , 
serve as tangible locus of individual and 
public memory 
lnterpretive - elementr and proipms that 
tell what happened in a place 
Dialogue beween m o r k  and open space ' 

1 

Preservation - keeping the work accessible to Quality of the work - marerials. form. use 
the public. the physical conservation of the , Anticipated life span of arhworWproject 
work. the promotion of the work to maintain its ' MaintenancdConsewation of l l 

meaning to the public over time l artworWproject I 

1 Education - promotion. signage. i 

cataloguine/documentin~ information 
i 1 sessions ! 



Appendir 11. Interview Questions 

The following questions seek to gauss the character of tntcgrated Design for public space and 
public art. The airn of the intewiew is to hear your opinion and eicperiences related to Integrated 
Design characteristics of public spaces and public art. Please feel 6ee to share your opinion and 
ideas openly. as ÿour participation is completely anonymous. .As mentioned earlier. 1 would like 
to tape record our interview because I do not want to miss any of your comments. The interview 
is intended to 1 s t  45 minutes. 

The purpose of this research is CO identi@ a set of design criteria specific to the physical cliaracter 
and rolr of public spaces that are integrated through design with public art. 
The goal of my research is to understand what Landscape .Uchitecnire can conuibute in hture 
projects where the design of public space and public art are integrated by identifLing information 
specitk to the physical character. role. and design process for integrated projeas. 

The first 3 questions of this interview are m a t  to provide me with some biogaphcal 
background to trike away tiom the inten-icw. Please take a tèw moments to complete these 
questions prior to the interview. 

.A. k'our Occupation: 

C. Please indicrite your involvement within the range of public art acmitics in the City of 
Toronto. (please check al1 that ripply to your involvment) 
- Artkt 
- Desiger 
- Landscape Architect 
- Architect 
- Enginesr 
- Planner 
- Ans Xdministrator 
- Educator 
- Public Art Commission 'tlember 
- Public .Art Jury bfember 
- 0th (please speci @) 

The 1997 Officiai Plan of the City of Toronto defines public a .  as: "site specific artwork 
created to enhance publidy accessible space ttirough artistic interpretations that range 
from independent sculpture to integrated architectural treatment and landscape design" 

1. From tbis definition, what characteristics stand out as important to you concerning public art. 
Are these characteristics important to your work? 
How wodd these characteristics effect your work? 
Are there characteristics that you feel are important to the design of public art 
and public space that are not mentioned in the definition? 



Le& talk about sortie of'the characteristic.\- rhar are idenri&i in rhis definirion. 

2. Starting with "site specific". what does this t e m  mean to you? 
What characteristics do you consider important to combine in the design of a 
unique place? 
When you are preparing to work on a project. what do you take into 
consideration concerning the site? 

3. Now i would like to consider the use of the word "enhance" in the definition. What 
characteristics of public space do you feel are enhanced through atistic interprctation'? 

How is public space enhanced through artistic interpretation'? 
What does pubIic art contribute or add to the urban environment? 

4. The definition implies that there are a "range of artistic interpretations". kom an individuai 
artwork to an integated work. Can you please expiain what a "range ofarhstic 
interpretations" means to you? 

W e n  designing open space and public art who should be involved in the 
interpretation of the ai-twork and its site? 
m a t  process do you kel works well as an approach to public space and 
public art design? 
Cm you describe a collaborative process for design? 

5 .  1 would like to ;tsk a few questions about "integrated architectural treatment and landscape 
design". I would like to focus on the integration of public art with landscripe design. Could 
you define your understanding of "integrated" public art and landscape? 

What do you feel is the goal of integrriting public art and landscape'? 
Cm you give me an exarnple where public art and publicly accessible 
landscape/open space have been integrated? 
in your opinion, was this integration to the benefit to the art. open space. and 
public? 
What are the design characteristics that you feel would be most important to 
integrating public art and public open space? 

6. Finally. there are a nurnber of possible characteristics to consider in the design of public open 
space and public art. From the following list please indicate those aiteria that are important 
to you. 

Public art and public space that: 
- is FunctionaI 
- is Beau tiful 
- is Specific to the site's physicai. cultural and/or historical conditions 
- is A feature of the site and/or city 
- has a Narrative between the art, site. and audience 
- is Congruent with existing urban fom 
- Humanizes the urban environment 
- Adds or contributes to the public realm 
- has a Participatory process of design and/or development 
- Other (please specie) 



Appendix III: Changes to the First Set of Categories as a result of the Interviews 

While the intetviewees supponed the general content of the Enhance category from the 

Set of Preliminary Categories, six of the eight participants offered an opposing 

definition for the word enhance in the contest of intcgrated design. The result was the 

creation of the catrgories for Enhance definition A and Enhance definition B. The 

interviews also resulted in changes or additions to al1 of the other categorics. The 

Harmonize category was reduced by two criteria, and whilr a majority of the 

interviewees were supportive of the relationship ktween integrated design and urban 

design practices, there was a resistance to the notion that integrated design be harmonious 

or conguent with urban design practice. This resulted in a title and definition change for 

the cateçory to Accessible Urban Form. The remaining eight categories retained their 

titles from the prelirninary set. Categories that had one or more changes to the 

characteristics includrd, ~ u r n a n i z e ' ~ ~ .  ~o l l abo ra t e ' ~ ,  Site ~j~ecific")~. and ~unctionall? 

'O3 A change in the definition of one characteristic was made in this Category. The definition for 
Cornfortable was expanded to capture the idea that the public would feel at ease in a place that 
they perceived as being comfortable. whether as a result of amenity or sensitive design. and this 
comfort would be reflzcted in their use of îhe place. 

A change in the definition of one characteristic was made in this Category. The charactenstics 
for Public process and public art selection process were divided into two separate definitions. 
The interviews revealed significant differences in the effect of public process in collaboration on 
design projects. The public art selection process was re-titled Political Public Process to refiect 
the broad range of involvement in projects of a public politicai process. 
'O5 A change in the definition of one characteristic was made in this Category. The definition for 
Focal Point was shortened elirninating the notion that a focal point was an elernent. This was a 
result of interviewees discussing the focal point of a project in terrns of a feature but not 
necessarily an isolated elernmt. The Focal point as a feahue could be integrated conceptually 
over the entire site but be physically apparent at either a single or multiple locations on the site. 
106 A change in the definition of one characteristic was made in this Category. The definition of 
Architectural Elernent was redefined. The interviewees discussed fiuictiond items in ternis of the 
conceptual framework of the design project, resulting in the re-interpretation of an architectural 



Characteristics that were identified in the preliminary criteria but were not identified by 

interviewees were not included on the list. Categories that had one or more characteristic 

included in the Preliminary Set of Categories but not mentioned by interviewees were 

~umanize '", Enhance (de finition A)'"" Site ~~ecific"', and ~arrative' 'O. The 

interviews identified characteristics for the design of integated public open space and 

public art that were not present in the preliminary criteria. Additionai characteristics 

item. The difference is one of concepnidly rethinking the object versus drcorating a known 
architectural element. 
'O7 Definitions of two characteristics fiom the preliminary critena were not included in this 
Category &er the interview. Smse of Place was not discussed by interviewees as a characteristic 
that Humanized integrated design. however. Sense of Place was menhoned in conjunchon wi th 
other categories. Quality of Life was not mentioned by interviewees. however the Iiterature 
suggests that public open space is essential to the qudity of life in urban environments and that 
public art reinforces the perception of quality of life. The absence of this characteristic from the 
interviews may be a result of quality of life being assurned as the motivation for al1 urban design. 
1 OR A d e f ~ t i o n  of one characteristic was not included in this Category aAer the interview. 
Investing places and things with symbolic meaning was not discussed as a characteristic that 
enhanced integrated design. Symbolic meaning was discussed during interviews but in 
relationship to the projects physical and conceptuai narrative. 
IUY A definition of one characteristic was not included in this Category frorn the interviews. Smse 
of Place was not discussed as a characteristic of Site specificity, assuming that the unique 
character of the site would be identified in the site inventory and planning and that the 
characteristics of Smse of Place would be captured through the enhancernent (definition .A) 
through design. 
1 I O  One characteristic was not included in this category after the interviews. Dialogue between 
the art and site was not discussed as a characteristic of narrative in integrated design. This is 
most likely a result of the discussion nirrounding site specificity and its characteristics. 



were added to the following categories: ~umanize ' ' ', ~ollaborate' 12, Enhance (definition 

A)' 1 3 ,  Site ~~ecific"",  ~unctionai' ", ~rtistic'  16, ~arrative' 17, and ~reservation' lS .  

The Set of Categories Applied to the Design was developed by comparinç the 

Preliminary Set of Categories and the information fiom the interviews. The cornparison 

I I I  Two characteristics were added to h s  category as a result of the interviews. Livable Spaces 
and confiontational design/art were identified as characteristics of design that hurnanized the 
urbm environment. 
' " The hvo additional characteristics added to the Collaborate category are not physical design 
characteristics as much as observations on influences to physical design charactenstics. The 
decision to include these two characteristics in a list of physicd design charactenstics is based on 
the levei of attention that interviewees gave to these areas. These areas were mentioned by six of 
the eight interviewees. For this reason it was felt that they have an effect on the physicd design 
of the projects and should be recognized as influences on the physical charactenstics of integrated 
design projects. 
"' One characteristic was added to ths category. The marketing and economic benefits of 
integrated design projects were discussed as attributes of enhancernent (definition A). 
i 14 Two characteristics were added to this category. An integrated project that displayed or 
introduced unique quality at the site was identified as an important characteristic. The view that 
the site be a conceptual tool. rather thm just a physical site. was identified as a characteristic of 
site specificity. The idea is that integrated design cm deai with the site beyond the geographical 
limitations of the place. deding with a range of socio-political or psychological issues. 

One characteristic was added to this category. Design nom a Functional perspective was 
discussed as a way of avoiding the controversy surrounding some public art. The idea is that a 
functionai item interpreted through conceptuaiizahon. whiIe maybe not pleasing the public could 
be argued to have merit based of the duai purpose that the item serves. 
Il6 Two characteristics were added to this category. Conceptualization dnving a project was 
discussed during the inteniew. This was an important distinction between the practices of public 
art and landscape architecture. Conceptuaiization is seen as the preliminary step and motivation 
behiud art practices, whiie problern solving precedes conceptualization in landscape architectural 
practice. Conceptuaiization fkom the outset of a project was seen as a characteristic that would 
set integrated design apart as a way of dealing with public open space and public art. The other 
characteristic that was added to this category was making individualism apparent in the project. 
This characteristic was sighted by some of the interviewees who felt that it was important to feel 
and see the imprint of the designer or artist in the project. 
'17 Four characteristics were added to this category. Point of View was discussed as a positive 
characteristic of integrated design that had narrative qualities. Prqiects that are viewed as Lronic. 
didactic, or displaying a private joke in a public place were strongly opposed by the interviewees. 
It was discussed that these characteristics should be avoided in both integrated projects and public 
art or design in general. 
I l 8  One characteristic was added to this category. Temporary installations were discussed as a 
way of introducing work to the public realrn that would be viewed as too confiontational for 
permanent display, or that pushed the envelope of public art or design by using means or media 
that would not be suitable to pemianent outdoor installation. 



of the two sets of criteria first identified characteristics that were present in both sets. 

The characteristics were brought forward to the set of criteria for the design application. 

The characteristics that were redefined dunng the interviews were compared to their 

de Finition in the preliminary categones. These definitions were examined for meaning. 

intent, and clarity. The characteristic definition brought forward combined these three 

attributes. Charactenstics that were added as a result of the interviews were brought 

fonvard. The characteristics that were not included in the cnteria afier the interviews 

were also e.uamined for their meaning, intent, and clarity. Of the tive characteristics that 

were not included afler the interview, one characteristic !vas included in the Set of 

Categories Applied to the Design. This characteristic was Quality of Life under the 

category of design that humanizes the urban environment. This characteristic was 

detemined to be essential to design for the urban environment dunng the Literature 

Review. The four characteristics that were not included after the interviews were 

common to other catrçories in the prelirninacy sri. 



A ppendix IV. Second Set:Categories Applied to the Design 

: Category Titfe / Characteristics and practices defmiag the ! 
I Category for the design of integrated public 

l 
1 space and pubtic art 

.Accessible Lrrban Form - urban design 
practices applied to the design of public open 
space and public art - to achieve an appropriate ' 

1 
relationship between integrated design and the i 

urban environment that is accessible to the I 

0 

public 1 l a  

Reinforce existing urban patterns in 
design - comdors, sight Iines. open spaces, 
traffic flow (pedestrian and auto) 
.Merge buiit f o m  
Accessible - to public uses and needs 
Participatory - involve public in the 
projects. involves artist in urban planning 
projects. educates public and artist about 
urban design and public art projects and 
process 
Dialogue - accommodates the expression 
of individual and s h e d  dialogue 

Humanize - to adapt to human nature or use: to 1 a 

make livable tfirough design of open space and 
art ' O 

Public Art is a cognitive deiice in the 
urban landscape - a cueuing device 
Liva ble spaces 
Accessible visudly. phy sically and 
conceptually to the public 
Cornfortable -_throu& arnenity and 
sensitive design to make users feel at ease 
Confrontational design or art that rnakes 
a statement. poses questions to the user of : 

the space. or creates tension between the 
place and the art 1 

Collaborate - to work jointly with others as an 1 .A correlative proces refers primarily to i 
approach to an intellectuai endeavor to public 1 site-dominant or site-adjusted sculpture. an 
space and public art design in pursuit of a / object that is designed by an mist and sited ; 
cornmon goal. by a landscape architect or architect. Each 

l designer takes his or her traditional rois i 
( Wageniînecht-Harte 1989). l 

/ The cooperative processjs when the artin 
' 

i bnngs the conceptuai idea for a piece to a 
' project and the landscape architect 1 1 I 

develops the design of the space and I 

technicd solutions to incorporate the 
i artwork (Ibid.). 

, 

i The collaborative process rest.de, when ' 1 designers of different backgrounds and ; 
viewpoints collectively develop a unique i 
design solution (Ibid.). I I 



Political Pub tic Process - Involving the 
project artist, design professional and l 

representative of the huiding body. .%ion$ j 
with arts administrators and committees. 

I public representatives. representatives of 
the community and design profession. 1 

private interests. and/or special interest 
group. 
Public process - involving the public to l 

participate in the design - as a voice on the 
collaborative tertm, or as advisors to the I 

collaborative team 
True collaboration is an impossible 
ideal, because it is dependant on the 
relationship of the participating team 
members 
Collaboration is dependent on the r 

funding or administrative body. The 
process for collaboration begins with the 
conditions governing the project and the 
method for selecting the collaborative 
team. 

I Enhance (definition A) - to add or contribute , a 
to publicly accessible open spaces tfirough 
design and art 1 

Contemporary urban character - 
improve places and create interest that 1s 
representative of current moment in time 
Civic values and identity. prestige of city. , 
culture. marketing (value added). quality of i 
citic experience (for nsidents. workers. 
and visitors), invesmmt in culture 
Community values and identity. 
culturaily responsive. community character ' 
and needs 
Sense of Place I 

Environmental function , 

Marketuig/Economic-bettefit of the public I 
open space and public art - visibiiity of a , 

project impacts the image of the sponsoring ! 
body. or is the project is used as a tool to , 
increase the market value of the site 1 

1 Enhance (definition B) - a fonn of decoration 
; or embellishment incorporated or added onto 

1 Site Specific - a combination of the physicd 

i cultural, anaor historical characteristics of a 
site, with the ideas of the artist m&or designer 

I 

1 Adds Meaningto public space 1 
1 i Omamentatioqof the wban environment , 

j Acis as a cognitive device-in the wban 
I environment 
1 Site plaanhglinventory - the conditions ' I 
i of the site are recognized and the desigrdm 1 
1 is responsive to those conditions ! 
/ Design fuodamentais-used to enhance the i 
1 site and design : scale. mass, Line. form. j 

volume, plane, point f 



/ Functiooal- designed or developed chiefly : from the point of view of use 

1 Artistic -reIating to the characteristics of art 

-- 

Focal Point - a center of activity, attention 
or attraction. A fezlture-of a site or the city 
in general l 
The site as a conceptuai tooi,_not a 
physical place 
The desidart  is uniaue to the site I 

1 The re-interpretation of a functional 1 
item as part of the conceptuai framework 
of the design and art 
Activity based. progamming for active , 
and passive recreation, gathering space - 
entertainment, civic (celebration. protest) 

! 
and ceremonid l 

.Accessible - visudly and physically 
l Comfort - pedestrian and user amenities 

iMaterials and foms appropriate to uses 1 

of the place 1 
way of avoiding controversy 

t 
Decorative - pureIy ornamentai pavement. i 

, pattern. planting design, or architectural 1 
i eiements I 

1 Aesthetics - appreciative of. and 
; responsive to. the beautifid, theory or 
' conception of beauty 1 I 

; Displays a specific artistic style 
1 The design is driven by Concephial idea ! 

I 
1 lndividual character-is apparent in the : 

project I I 

Narrative - refers to both the representahon in ' Symbolic - usina exhibiting or employing ! 
art of an event (story). and the means of telling i 
of the event (story) 1 

1 
a symbol to çonvey meaning directly. or 
through association (metaphor) - elements 
in the landscape that become connected 
with expenence. event history. reiigious 
allegory. such as: monuments. memorials, 
historical te faences 
Imageability - the association of memory 
with a place - sense of place. places that 
serve as tangible locus of individual and 
public memory 
interpretive - elements and programs that 
tell what happened in a place 
Point of View 
Didacticwork should be avoided 
Private Jokes in Public Places-should be 
avoided 
Irony-should be avoided 



Temporary work and installations should 1 
be accommodated - temporary work c m  j 
address concems of immediate importance. 1 
c a .  bring media to the public realm that 
wouId not be suitable for al1 outdoor 1 
conditions, can accornmodate work j 

otherwise limited by budget j 
Quality of the work - materials. form. use : 

I 
hticipated tife span of artwork/project . 

;Main tenancdCoaserva tion of K 

artworldproject 
Education - promotion, signage. 

/ 
catalo~wingldocumenting, information 

Preservation - keeping the work accessible to 

sessions 

the public, the physical conservation of the , 
work, the promotion of the work to maintain its / 

I 
! meaning to the public over time I 

i 



Appendir V. Notes on the Second Set of Categories from the Design Charrette 

1 Catrgory 1 Ch aracterLnies and practices deftning the 
l 

l i cafegury in the design application 
Accessible Urban Form - addressed h o u &  acknowledge corridors. sight lines. open 1 

i the Oiban Design Hmdbouk(City of Toronto 
' 

spaces, triimc flow (pedestrian and auto) 
1997) - applied to parking lot edge treatmcnt verge landscape and art ' comrnunity iacilitated art inpur planting 1 Considering the interior and adjacent uses 

i design. surface treahnents. / of the projeci. I 

Seating and Table arnenities Accessible - to public uses and nseds. and 
1 

! private uses and needs I 

i involve public in the project by 
I I 

incorporating public input into design 
Humanize - sofien e d p  treamients betwern Public Art is a cognitive device in the 

1 parking lot and sidewalk. introduce more plant . neighborhood - a queuing device for l 

, materid to diffuse harshness of the 
I 

contemporary and historicd Iife in the 
intersection mark the corner as a commwiity Jmction 
space through community pubtic art treatrnent Livable spaces through amenity and plant 

1 mareriai i 

! .4ccrssible visually. physically and l 

concepntally to the public l 

Comfbrtable - through amenity and 
sensitive design to make users feel at ease 

Collaborate - artisf landscape designer. local 1 
BIA 
pub1 

and Resident Groups. potential for future i 
ic involvement in treatment of surfaces , 

tlirough public art project I I 

The collaborative proçess results when 
designers of different backgrounds and 
viewpoints collectively develop a unique 
design solution 
Acknowledge a Political Public Process - 
tnvolving the project artist. design 
professional and representative of the 
fwiding body. Along with arts 
administrators and comrnittees. public 
representatives. representatives of the 
community and design profession. private 
interests. and/or specid interest goup. 
Public process - involving the public to 
participate in the design through elements 
on the site 

i Eahance (definition A) - to add or contribute Community values and idenhm culnirally 1 
1 ro publicly accessible open spaces Ihiough 1 responsive. comrnunity character and needs j 

design and art - make space a cornmunity Sense of Place 
project I 

Marlieting/Economic benefit of the public / 
opeospaceandpublicart-visibilityofa i 

I 
neighborhood. sponsoring body, and the 
project ir uwd as a twl  to incrîase the 1 
market value of the site and context f 



1 Site Specific - a combination of the physical. 1 the conditions of the site are recognized / 
I 

l cultural, andor historical characteristics of a 1 and the desigrdari is responsive t o  thoçe 
site, with the ideas of the h s t  and/or designer 1 conditions - more seating less parking, 

I more plant materia1 
1 nie site as a concepnid tool, not simply a 

I physicd place - art incorporate& into 

1 rilifaîs elements of the site 
-4 1 Functional - designed or developed chiefly ktivity baseci, progmming for active and / 

/ from the point of view of use - wakways. passive recreatioo. gathering space - I 
i seating, visual barriers, shade entertainment i 
1 
1 / Accessible - visually and physically 

1 
( ; Cornfort - pedestrian and user arnenities 
1 ' Materials and forms appropriate to uses of i 
1 I the place 

Artistic -relating to the characteristics of art ' DeCorative - ornamental pavement. panem. ! 
, , planting design. or architectural elements , 

Aesthetics - appreciative of the need to ' 
sofien the visual qualities of the 

j ' intersection 

1 
The design is dnven by Conceptual idea to j 

I 
; involve the community in interpreting and 

treating the surf.aces of the site 
: lndividual character is apprirent in the 

I I proiect - community dnven l 
Narrative - references to site and ! elements in the landscapr that become I 

nrighborhood history and contemporary 1 connected with qerience.  evenr. history 
community textures - physicai. social, and J Irnageability - the association of mernory ' 

, cultural 1 with a place - sense of place. places that 1 

1 seme as tangible locus of individual and 
i public mernory I 

! ! Interpretive - elements and propams that ! 
/ tell what happened in a place I 1 Presewation - community involvernent wiiI 1 

! 

! 

j increase understanding of project, materials are 1 l 1 

concrete/ptants - lower maintenance i 



Appendix VI. Focus Group Handout 

introduc tioa 

The purpose of this research is to identify design categories specific to the physical character and 
role of public spaces that are integrated through design with public art. 

The Focus Group is the third research method that 1 have used to identify integrated design 
categories. The purpose of our discussion today is hear your opinion and eiiperiences related to 
design characteristics of public spaces and public art, and to critically evaiuate categones 
identified through my research to date. 

Please feel %ee to share your opinion and ideas openly. as your participation is cornpletely 
anonymous. your narne wilI not be used and no comments that you provide ~ 1 1 1  be quoted 
directly to you in the research document. The meeting is designed for each of you to provide 
short responses. and you may decline to answer or offer an opinion for any of the foilowing areas 
of discussion. 

The meeting should take one and a half-hours to complete. 

i would like to tape record the discussion tu allow me to concentrae on our dialogue. The tape 
recordings remain in my possession and will not be available to an); other person and wiH not be 
used for any further research. 

Definitions 

T'hr I Y Y a Oflicrul Plan uf~htc City of'Toronro def ines public art us: "site spec~pc artwork crented 
to rnhance puhliciy accessible space through artk-tic interpreîufions that range from 
indepen dent scu ipture to integrated arch ifectura f treatment and fan d.wape design ". 

The word 'Integrated' is defined as work that is conceptually and physically reiated to a site to 
the degree that it codd not exist elsewhwe. 

The Set of Categories for integrated Design 

The research has identified a nurnber of characteristics related to integrated design for public 
open space and pubtic art through a litmature review and inteniews with luminaries involved in a 
variety of fields. The characteristics identified through these research methods have been 
arranged under ten general categories. 1 have provided each of you with a description of the 
categories and the related characteristics. 1 would like to spend the fint half of our time 
discussing these characteristics. 

1. Accessible Urban Form 
Accessible urban form appiies the theory and precedents of urban design to integrated design 
practice to acheve an appropriate relationship between the designed project: it's urban context 
and the needs and uses of the public. Accessibility concerns understandable and appreciable 
urban forni, and accessibility as a bc t ion  of use. 



This category concerns the adaptation of place thou& design to satis5 human nature. .A public 
place becomes important to people when they are able to form a connection with the space. This 
occurs when the place is suited to the social and physical needs of its surroundings and users. and 
when the space engenders cornfort, safety, and connection to other people and events. 

3. Collaborate 

Collaboration concems an approach or process to design where participants work jointly in 
pursuit of a goal. 

4. Enhance (definition A) 

This category concerns enhancement as a tool that is responsive to the relationship of social. 
cuIturd and civic forces. 

5. Enhance (definition B) 

This definition of enhances concerns design and art as toms  of embellishment in the urban 
environment. 

6. Site Specific 

Site Specific concerns any combination of the physicd. cultural and historical characteristics of a 
site with the ideas of the artist and designer. 

7. Func tional 

Functional design and art concerns form that is specificaily adapted to use or developed from the 
point of view of use. through choice of materiai or structure. Functionalism, as a motivation for 
design, considers the social and physicai use of the object in equai relationship with the creative 
character of the work. 

8. Artistic 

Artistic characteristics of a work may be appreciated for the physicd and the conceptual quaiities 
of the piece. It is possible to appreciate the physical work without understanding irs conceptual 
qualities. The concepnial qualities of a work concem the physical qualities and the compositional 
qualities that give the work meaning. 

9. Narrative 

Narrative concems the representation of an event or story and the means for the telling of the 
event or story. Narratives associated with urban environments may involve the site and its fayers 
of history. the sequences of elements and spaces, the materials incorporated into the project, and 
the processes of the urban environment. 



10. Preservation 

The preservation category concems keeping the public open space and public art dive, intact, 
relevant, and fiee from decay. Preservation concerns issues of accessibility, maintenance. 
promotion, and education for the purpose of maintaining the meaning and integrity of the project 
over time. 

The Set of Ca tegories Apptied to a Design 

1 would like to turn our attention to the design application for the remaining hme. The site for the 
design was chosen following discussion with City of Toronto officiais. the thesis advisors. and its 
status as an area currently engaged in a revitalization program that includes public open space and 
public art initiatives. 

The Design Goal 

The goal of the design was to apply the design characteristics identified during the research for 
integrated public art and public open space to the site. 

The Design Process 

-4n artist fiom the cornmunity and myself undertook the design as a one-day charrette ( 6  Hours). 

Iofomation provided before the Charrette 

Setof Characteristics 
Site context map and photopaphs 
Site History 
Site mode1 of context at 1 : 100 scaie 
List of West Toronto Junction Business Improvement k e a  (BI A) srreetscaping initiatives 
City of Toronto documents : Dundas Street West Action Plan 

Urban Design Handbook 

I wodd like to spend the remaining time cntically evaluating the design application. based on our 
discussion and evaluation of the Set of Categories for Integrated Design. your opinion of 
Integrated Desips characteristics. and the mode1 that you are looking at today. 



Appendix VII: Photos of the Dundas Street West and Keele Street Intersection 

South West corner - Iooking south into existing parking lot 

South West corner - looking north into existing parking lot 



North Side of Dundas Street West - at  Keele Street Intersection 

East Side of Keele Street - looking east d o m  Duadas Sîreet West 
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Appendix VIII. Critical Cornparison of the Design .4pplication and a Subsequent 
Design 

Design Application (Figure 19a,b,c) 

6 Hour Design Charrette 
Collaborative/Cooperative Process 
Design Concept: to develop the site 
as a community map, including 
history, patterns of movement, 
social and cultural textures 
Set of Categories used as a checklist 
Design physically limited to the 
southwest corner of the intersection 
Design conception to include 
community references and 
participation 
Parking lot remains but is reduced in 
size to accommodate more public 
space and planting beds 
Plant Material used as a visual 
barrier between sidewalk and 
parking lot 
Plant Matenal used as a physical and 
visual amenity on the site to soften 
and humanize the intersection 
Community to be involved in public 
art by designing and coordinating 
with the anist and designer the 
narratives and images stamped into 
the surfaces of the concrete seat, 
walls, and walkways 
Photographic Collages used as a 
reference tool 
The Design is limited to the ground 
plane and surface treamients 

Su bseq uen t Design (Figure 2 la,  b,c) 

4 H o u  Design Charrette 
Col 1aborativeiCooperative Process 
Design Concept: to develop the 
rnaterials and forms of the project 
site to reflect the history, patterns of 
movernent, social and cultural 
textures of the neighbowhood 
Set of Categories used for 
understanding Integrated Design and 
a basis for Conceptualization 
Design physically responds to the 
intersection, building facades on the 
other 3 corners, and cames across 
fiom the southwest to northeast 
corner 
Design conception uses materials 
and fonns that reflect the 
communities image back into the 
spacr through reflective materials 
and photogaphic images. The 
pedestrian confiants their ow image 
in the rnaterials. the refracted images 
of the intersection, and fonns that are 
representative of the intersection 
The parking lot is gone, repiaced by 
a sioping lawn for public use 
Plant Material is used to reinforce 
the concept and form of the space 
Community is involved by 
interacting with the space 
Photographic Collages are 
incorporated into the concept and 
physical form of the space 
The Design uses scale, shifiing 
planes, dimensioal objects that can 
be passed through or under, vantage 
points, and reflective materials to 
achieve an integrated public space 
and public art design for the viewer 




